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EDITOR’S NOTE
We have , we had and always will be proud, on fair ‘Kumbh mela’ , a  world’s largest act of faith. 

After visiting the Kumbh Mela of 1895, Mark Twain wrote:

“It is wonderful, the power of a faith like that, that can make multitudes upon multitudes of the old and 

weak and the young and frail enter without hesitation or complaint upon such incredible journeys and 

endure the resultant miseries without repining. It is done in love, or it is done in fear; I do not know 

which it is. No matter what the impulse is, the act born of it is beyond imagination, marvelous to our 

kind of people, the cold whites.

Millions of people in city, coming from all directions, belonging to different sects, carrying varied ideas 

of religion, but with a common belief that the mind needs an anchor in faith — this is the scene that 

greets a visitor to the Kumbh Mela. Cover story of this issue brief the ‘Kumbh Mela’ from ancient 

period to now. 

Our other highlights are :

‘Hatha Yoga Practices: Energy Expenditure, Respiratory Changes and Intensity of Exercise’

---  Knowledge Capsule 

‘Why Congress invented ‘Hindu Terrorism’!?’   --- Special Report

 ‘Indian Discoveries & Inventions Part V’ --     Hindu’s Pride                                                                      

‘Medicianl Benefit of Mango’  ---    Ayur Plant

Thanks !

Chhdrieak Prajapati
Associate Editor

Bharti Dhiman
Editor & Publisher
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NEWS

Murder of Another Bangladeshi Hindu Shocks Minority 
Hindus Globally

2

Hindus and their Temples are under constant attacks and threats by Radical Islamist groups

Hindus globally, including the Hindu American Foundation (HAF) were appalled, but unfortunately not 

surprised by the latest tragedy in Bangladesh involving the murder of a Hindu man, in the ongoing cli-

mate of fear and violence Hindus are facing. According to media reports, Joarder spent three weeks in jail 

over four years ago for allegedly making derogatory remarks about Islam. He was released after the un-

known complainant withdrew the charges against him. Islamic State and other Islamist group leaders have 

once again proclaimed responsibility, and have declared their intention to carry out more acts of violence 

against religious minorities and secularists in Bangladesh in the future.

Joarder’s murder comes in the aftermath of a spate of attacks on minorities and secular Bangladeshis, in-

cluding the killing ofXulhaz Mannan, the editor of Roopbaan, a Dhaka-based LGBT publication, and an 
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employee of the U.S. embassy. Mannan and another Roopban contributor Tonoy Majumdar were killed by 

Ansar-al-Islam, the Bangladeshi division of Al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent less than two weeks ago.

The Government of Bangladesh has thus far refused to acknowledge the presence of the Islamic State and 

Al-Qaeda within its borders, let alone admit the groups’ culpability in these recent attacks, in what appears 

to be an attempt to deflect attention from these growing trends.

“Our thoughts and prayers go out to Joarder’s family and his community, in their time of grieving,” said 

Samir Kalra, Esq., HAF Senior Director and Human Rights Fellow. “ Violent Islamic extremism has con-

tinued unabated in Bangladesh for decades, and this latest attack is only the most recent example of a sys-

tematic attempt to intimidate and harass non-Muslims. If this disturbing trend isn’t effectively confronted 

by the Government of Bangladesh and the international community, religious minorities and secular Ban-

gladeshis will continue to be killed with impunity.”

Three people have been taken into custody by law-enforcement for questioning in connection with this 

murder, including a local leader of Jamaat-e-Islami, a banned Islamist political party that seeks to impose 

Islamic law throughout the country.

According to HAF, the escalating violence in Bangladesh reinforces the importance of H.Res. 396, in-

troduced by Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard (D-HI), which calls on the Government of Bangladesh to 

“protect the human rights of all its citizens, particularly vulnerable minorities, strengthen democratic in-

stitutions and rule of law, and prevent the growth of extremist groups.”

“U.S. policy makers can send a strong message that extremism and violence in Bangladesh will not be 

tolerated by supporting H.Res. 396,” said Jay Kansara, HAF Director of Government Relations. “It is also 

critical that the resolution be further strengthened to reflect the violent attacks on religious minorities and 

secularists since the beginning of this year.”

Source: http://www.chakranews.com/murder-another-bangladeshi-hindu-shocks-minority-hin-

dus-globally/5452

Simhastha-Kumbh Mela draws to a close, devotees throng Kshipra

A sea of humanity, some drawn from abroad, braving the sultry weather on Saturday flooded the banks of 

Kshipra river for the ongoing third and last ‘shahi snan’ (royal bath) of the Simhastha-Kumbh Mela, mark-

ing the end of the month-long festival.

The ‘snan’ which ends tonight began in the wee hours on Saturday morning with Naga and other sadhus 
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of various akharas venturing into the holy Kshipra chanting “Har Har Mahadev”. The third royal bath has 

become all the more important as it coincides with Buddh Purnima (full moon day), said priest Ishwar 

Sharma.

“Lakhs of people converged 

from several parts of the coun-

try to take the holy dip,” Mad-

hya Pradesh Transport Minis-

ter and in charge of Simhastha 

Mela Bhupendra Singh told 

PTI at Ramghat.

The Minister claimed that a 

total of 7.5 crore people have 

taken part in the mela (till noon) which turned out to be a “Mahakumbh.”

All roads in Ujjain are packed with devotees jostling to reach the banks of Kshipra or the holy dip.

The Minister termed the Simhastha, which was organised here after a gap of every 12 years, as a “grand 

success.”

Referring to the squall that hit the mela on May 5 and claimed seven lives including two accidents and 

causing injuries to nearly 100 others, Singh said though 700 tents were damaged, the casualties were not 

much if you look at the damages that the storm had caused.

Ram ghat has been decked up for the holy dip where the Naga sadhus of Juna, Agni, Aahvan and Vaishnav 

akharas along with their Heads took dip carrying their flags, deities and traditional symbols since 3 AM.

After the akhara ‘snan’ got over, scores rushed towards various ghats especially Ram Ghat to take the holy 

dip.

The Minister also informed that there was no pollution in the river and maintained that good hygiene 

condition prevailed at ghats and also in Ujjain city.

He said during the month-long mela, nearly 10,000 foreigners visited Ujjain.

A devotee from Ireland, Brendan Lawlor, said, “I have enjoyed my stay in Ujjain and the arrangements in 

the holy city were very good.”

A French lady, Sonia Koszul, also praised arrangements at the Simhastha mela.
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“I got interested in attending this religious fair after coming to know about it through the internet,” she 

said.

Physically-challenged devotee from Chhattisgarh, said he was here since last nine days and had not faced 

any difficulty.

Aides of Baba Krishnanand, a wheelchair-ound centenarian spiritual leader, who arrived here from Harid-

war also praised the arrangements at the massive congregation of Hindus.

However, pilgrims coming different parts of the country faced difficulty in reaching the main ghats for 

snan and had to walk at least 4-5 kms in scorching heat to take the holy dip.

A devotee, Rakesh, said, “I got stuck for four hours in the traffic last night and finally came back to the hotel 

without taking bath. We took the dip today.”

On the occasion, a multitude of people visited the popular Mahakaleshwar temple here which houses one 

of the 12 Jyotirlingas.

The devotees had to wait for two hours in serpentine queues to offer prayers to Lord Shiva

Source: The Hindu

Hindu temple opens in England’s Swindon

   Swindon in South West England has a new 

Hindu temple now.

Swindon Hindu Temple & Cultural Centre 

organized its first formal puja on May 21, 

which reportedly included Ganesh puja, Sa-

tyanarayan puja, etc., followed by communi-

ty lunch.

Run by Swindon Hindu Temple Trust, a 

registered charity; besides providing wor-

ship services; it reportedly plans to organize 

monthly bhajan-kirtan followed by pree-

ti-bhoj, events, festivals, religious-education-

al-social-cultural-charitable activities, discourses, religious rites; promote traditional performing arts, 

Hindu values/traditions, Hinduism and its doctrines; provide a gathering venue for area Hindus; and be 
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a medium for social interaction among people in wider community; etc. Pradeep Bhardwaj is the Trust 

Chairman.

Commending the efforts of temple leaders and area community involved in realizing this Temple complex, 

Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada today, indicated that a Hindu temple was urgently 

needed for the spiritual needs of about 20,000 Hindus of the area, who had to visit London (about 80 miles) 

and Birmingham (around 84 miles) for worship services in the absence of Hindu temple.

Rajan Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, pointed out that it was important to pass 

on Hindu spirituality, concepts and traditions to coming generations amidst so many distractions in the 

consumerist society and hoped that this Temple complex would help in this direction. Zed stressed that 

instead of running after materialism; we should focus on inner search and realization of Self and work to-

wards achieving moksh (liberation), which was the goal of Hinduism.

Prominent people associated with Swindon; known for annual Swindon Mela and the birthplace of rock 

band XTC; include golfer David Howell, actresses Diana Dors and Billie Piper, and artist Antony Micallef. 

Andrew Bennett is Swindon’s Mayor.

Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world, has about one billion adherents.

Source: World Hindu News

Hindus urge Missouri Governor to sign yoga tax exemption

   Hindus are urging Missouri Governor Jeremi-

ah W. (Jay) Nixon to sign the measure exempt-

ing yoga classes from sales tax, already report-

edly passed by Missouri lawmakers.

Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in 

Nevada today, commending the Missouri leg-

islature for passing the yoga classes sales tax 

exemption bill, said that yoga, referred as “a 

living fossil”, was a mental and physical disci-

pline, for everybody to share and benefit from, whose traces went back to around 2,000 BCE to Indus 

Valley civilization.

Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, indicated that yoga, although introduced and 
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nourished by Hinduism, was a world heritage and liberation powerhouse to be utilized by all. According 

to Patanjali who codified it in Yoga Sutra, yoga was a methodical effort to attain perfection, through the 

control of the different elements of human nature, physical and psychical.

According to US National Institutes of Health, yoga may help one to feel more relaxed, be more flexible, 

improve posture, breathe deeply, and get rid of stress. According to a recently released “2016 Yoga in 

America Study”, about 37 million Americans (which included many celebrities) now practice yoga; and 

yoga is strongly correlated with having a positive self image. Yoga was the repository of something basic 

in the human soul and psyche, Rajan Zed added.

There are about three million Hindus in USA.

Source: World Hindu News

Hindu Temples: Demand for ritual change misplaced – Un-
nikrishna Panicker

 “The demand for change in 

some practices, like the ban 

on women’s entry in Sa-

barimala, is politically mo-

tivated. Can practices root-

ed in Sanatana Dharma be 

altered? At a time when a 

few demand a ‘timely 

change’ in rituals and the 

very philosophy of Hindu-

ism, this question is of 

prime importance.” – Parappanangadi Unnikrishna Panicker

Most of the Hindu practices have changed with time. We have corrected many wrong practices of the past 

century. Those, who were not allowed to enter temples once, enter and worship now. Bloody and gory 

rituals once widely practised have ceased in the last century. It must be this history that inspires a few to 

demand more changes, which is not a bad idea in itself. Some current practices indeed go against tradi-

tion and rituals. For example, using elephants for processions is not what the rituals demand.
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But the demand for change in some practices, like the ban on women’s entry in Sabarimala, is politically 

motivated. Can practices rooted in Sanatana Dharma be altered? At a time when a few demand a “timely 

change” in rituals and the very philosophy of Hinduism, this question is of prime importance. The temple 

culture practised in Kerala today is not very old. Historians say they are not older than 10th century CE. 

In other words, Sanatana Dharma and a proper Hindu form of temple worship started gaining popularity 

in Kerala after Judaism and Christianity reached here. This, however, does not mean that the rituals them-

selves originated in that period. The scriptures that Kerala temples follow when it comes to rituals  and 

rules originated in Kerala and quote some of the ancient Hindu texts. They have taken into consideration 

regional beliefs and practices and tried to accommodate them while prescribing rituals. The rituals are 

not as inflexible as they are made out to be.

It was the great Kalidasa who wrote that all that is old need not be good, 

and all that is new need not be bad. Only a moodah (fool) will follow 

what others say without thinking about it. Unfortunately, when it comes 

to rituals, we follow what others say without putting any thought into it. 

In the case of Hindu rituals, what makes a practice customary is not its 

age but whether it is in line with the method of worship and rituals men-

tioned in authoritative texts.

Many customs in Kerala temples have no scriptural authority. For example, there is no textual basis for 

the ban on women’s entry into Sabarimala. Though texts likeTantrasamuchaya discuss what makes a 

temple impure in detail, the fact is there is no clear rule that bans women’s entry. But it will not be wise 

to conclude that such practices should be stopped because there is no textual rule. Another example is 

the use of elephants in temples. There is no textual rule that supports this cruel practice. One of the most 

authoritative texts on elephants, Matangaleela, says elephants won’t be comfortable if they are taken away 

from their natural habitat. Yet, we keep using elephants.

Not all rituals have a textual basis. In fact, some rituals go against the text too. To make rituals and cus-

toms similar across the temples would be to go against the very essence of Hinduism, as such an attempt 

would undermine the multicultural practices that exist in the Hindu compendium. Some historians ar-

gue that the Shiva and Vishnu temples of Kerala were once abodes of Devi. Legendary stories about the 

origin of most Devi temples in Kerala have many similarities.

Something common for most of these temples existed, even before Sanatana Dharma and Hindu prac-
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tices became common in Kerala. Something that is as old as the language connects these temples. Even 

though temple culture did not exist in those times, there would have been a similarity in religious practices 

and beliefs. Most rituals and customs can be directly or indirectly linked to this ancient belief system that 

existed here, before Shaiva/Vaishnava/Devi belief systems and a structuredkshethraachaara became prev-

alent in South India. It is not possible to find a basis to these practices in texts and scriptures, or to bring 

uniformity in existing practices.

If the practices that exist today cannot be made uniform, and if scriptural 

authority is not the criteria to decide whether a practice is ritualistic or 

not, on what basis should we try to redesign them? We need to redesign 

the practices. This, however, does not mean we can be judgmental. Most 

of the rituals, even  those that are seemingly outdated, started at a different 

time, under a different value system. We cannot judge them using today’s value system.

A research on Kerala temples, published seven decades ago, writes about the “indecent practices” of animal 

sacrifice and bawdy language. Both these practices do exist today. The difference is that we have become 

more mature and know the historical reasons behind these practices. There was a time when elephants 

were ritually killed, as a sacrifice, in Kerala. We have stopped such practices. If stopping such practices is 

not seen as a compromise on rituals, we can surely stop using elephants in temples altogether; that will not 

be a compromise on rituals either.

The case of ban on women’s entry in certain 

temples is different. We saw that the Hindu 

temple culture accommodated regional be-

liefs while structuring temple worship. The 

practice of ban on women’s entry, I believe, 

is a remnant of those regional beliefs. So, the 

argument that a ban on women’s entry goes 

against the broadness and openness of Hin-

duism is misplaced. We need to think about 

the criteria by which the rituals are rede-

signed. It is difficult to answer what these criteria should be. But answering a few related questions would 
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help us get there.

Who needs a change in rituals? Whose demand is it? If it is the demand of practising Hindus and priests, 

there is a further question. Why do we need a change? It should not be politically motivated. One of the 

fundamental characteristics of Hinduism is its openness. We should not downgrade that by bringing ritu-

als, traditions and practices into a common framework. – The New Indian Express, 19 May 2016

» Unnikrishna Panicker of Parappanangadi in Kerala is said to be Jayalalithaa’s most trusted astrologer.

Source:: https://bharatabharati.wordpress.com/2016/05/20/hindu-temples-demand-for-ritu-

al-change-misplaced-unnikrishna-panicker/

Narad Samman to journalists at New Delhi

IVSK Felicitates Journalists on the occa-

sion of Narad Jayanti

New Delhi 20 May, 2016- Indraprastha 

Samvad Kendra today organised Narad 

Samman 2016 to mark Devrishi Narad 

Jayanti at Speaker’s Hall, Constitution 

Club in New Delhi to felicitated vetran 

and budding journalists from various fields.

Information & Broadcasting Minister Shri Arun Jaitley and North Region SanghChalak Dr. Barjrang Lal 

Gupt honoured eight journalists for excellence in journalism for the year 2015-16. Among those were 

senior journalist Shri Shyam Khosla was honoured with Lifetime Achievement Narad Samman, Shri 

Manmohan Sharma (Utkrisht Patrkaar Narad Samman{All Over Excellence Narad Samman}) and Dr. 

Shanker Sharan (Utkrisht Stambhkar Narad Samman{ Best Columnist Narad Samman}).

 

Addressing a gathering of eminent personalities including editors and journalists from various news or-

ganisations Shri Arun Jaitley expressed concern that these days some state governments are using public 

funds for personal promotion which is affecting neutrality of journalism.

Shri Jaitley said that social media today has democratized media so much that is not possible to control 
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it now. He added that it is now incumbent on journalists and society at large to use it responsibly.

Praising the contribution of Shri Shyam Khosla, recipient of Lifetime Achievement Award, Shri Jaitley 

prayed for his long life. He also praised Shri Manmohan Sharma (Utkrisht Patrkaar Narad Samman{All 

Over Excellence Narad Samman}) and Dr. Shanker Sharan (Utkrisht Stambhkar Narad Samman{ Best 

Columnist Narad Samman}) for the work done in the field of journalism. Shri congratulated other 

awardees for their positive contribution in their respective fields.

Dr. Bajranglal Gupt expressed regret over the way Narad Ji has been portrayed in general. He said it is 

time that the real picture of Narad is brought to fore today. He said that Narad should become a source 

of inspiration for journalists today. Dr. Gupt said that Narad worked consistently to keep all three worlds 

in a constant state of communication by way of sharing information of one place with another. He said 

Narad did not share news with any personal agenda or interest. His action was always neutral.

Dr. Gupta also said that it is the duty of a 

journalist to push people towards pu-

rity. Journalists have an important role 

to play in success of any democracy. It 

is imperative that journalists be factual 

and neutral in safeguarding a democratic 

society. There is urgent need for issue 

based reporting to take the nation further. 

He noted that journalism today is under immense economic pressure and journalist can withstand such 

pressure by following in the footstep of Devrishi Narad only then will journalism serve its true purpose.

Shri Shyam Khosla was felicitated with shawl, memento and honorarium of rupees One Lakh.  Shri 

Manmohan Sharma (Utkrisht Patrkaar Narad Samman{All Over Excellence Narad Samman}) was hon-

oured with shawl, memento and honorarium of rupees fifty one thousand. Other awardees were given 

shawl, memento and honorarium of rupees eleven thousand each.

Best photographer honour was bestowed upon Ravi 

Kanojia (posthumously). Indraprastha Vishwa Samvad 

Kendra President Shri Ashok Sachdeva also gave 21 

thousand honorarium for Ravi.
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Along with these Shri Ashish Kumar Anshu (Rural Reporting Narad Samman), Shri Syed Suhail (News-

room Support Narad Samman), Shri Praful Kumar Singh (Digital Media Narad Samman), and Shri 

Abhiranjan Kumar (Social Media Narad Samman) were also felicitated.

The programme concluded with Indraprastha Vishwa Samvad Kendra Secretary Shri Vagish Issar giving 

a note of thanks for making making the programme a success.

Source: Vishwa Samvad Kendra

Vishwa Hindu Parishad launches health helpline for poor

AHMEDABAD: Vishwa Hindu Parishad ( VHP ) in-

ternational working president Pravin Togadia today 

launched a helpline number here which aims to pro-

vide free medical consultancy for the poor .

Through the helpline, VHP also intends to provide 

“cheap” treatment to poor who are unable to afford 

private medical treatment.

Togadia said health sector in the country was being neglected by successive governments which has caused 

deterioration of health of its citizens.

“India’s health is in serious condition, and people need to be admitted to (the) intensive care unit. India 

was once a land of healthy people, now it has become a land of (the) diseased. Our effort (through this 

health helpline) is to again make the country a land of healthy people,” Togadia said.

The helpline, called ‘India Health Line’ launched by VHP, will begin in Gujarat from tomorrow and is 

being scaled up to cover the entire country with the aim to help poor persons who cannot afford costly 

private medical treatment, he added.

“In India, 2.5 lakh people committed suicide in 2012, which shows the condition of our mental health. 

In India, 50 lakh people attempted suicide in the same year. Psychiatrists say that one out of five Indian is 

mentally ill in some way or the other,” he said.

“Here, 45 crore patients spend Rs 14 lakh crore annually on treatment, which will become Rs 280 lakh 
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crore in another 20 years. People spending so much on health will finish Indian economy , so forget dream-

ing about becoming the world power,” he said.

Togadia also said India’s budget on health is less than 1 per cent of GDP, lower than neighbouring Bangla-

desh and Sri Lanka.

“Here, 71 per cent service is being offered by private doctors, and that is because our government did not 

develop medical services,” he added.

Togadia, who is the brainchild behind the programme, said the service is aimed at 45 crore Indian poor 

who earn less than Rs 100 in a day and cannot afford to spend Rs 500 on private medical treatment.

Under the programme, doctors including private practitioners have been roped in to serve the poor and 

needy patients by providing free consulting and discounted treatment.

People can call help line–1860-2333-666–following which the team of dedicated workers will get them in 

touch with doctors in the area.

Nationally, thousands of specialist doctors have become associated with the programme, Togadia said.

The VHP president also said a team of “health ambassadors” is being formed who will provide free medical 

check up by approaching people door to door.

Source: The Economic Times

Spanish girl opts Sanatan Dharma after visiting Allahabad Kumbh

   Ujjain :  A 26-year-old Spanish girl visited the Kumbh Mela of Alla-

habad in 2013 and got so much amazed from the penance of Sadhus 

that she embraced the Sanatan Dharma leaving behind all the mate-

rial comforts of her life.

 The Spanish girl is now known as Parvati Mariya Giri and made 

Mahant Ramesh Giri of Juna Akhara as her Guru. Mahant Giri while 

talking to Free Press said, Parvati Mariya Giri witnessed my penance 

in Allahabad Kumb and became my disciple and in this Simhastha 

fair she has become fully fledged Sanyasin. Initially, I elucidated her 

kind of penance which she has to undertake after taking Sanyaas and 

it’s not a cake walk but she did not gave ear to my suggestions as she had decided the course of her life.

According to Parvati Mariya Giri, life of the God and Parmatma are more or less same and I want to lead 
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the life the way they did which ultimately became the driving force of opting Sanyaas. After Parvati Mariya 

Giri became disciple of the saint Ramesh Giri she learned both Hindi and Sanskrit to read the Shastra, 

Vedas and other religious books of Hinduism. And the Sanyasin speaks Hindi in Spanish accent mixed 

with some words of English language also.

Source: Free Press Journal

Smriti Irani wishes to set up 300 Sanskrit Gurukulas to revive edu-
cation

Bengaluru/New Delhi, May 17: In pursuance of responsibility vested by BJP’s parent organisation, Rash-

triya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), HRD Minister Smriti Zubin Irani has assured support for establish-

ing 300 ‘Gurukula model’ schools across the nation that educate students in various subjects in India’s 

ancient language Sanskrit.

It must be noted that in India there are 3 Gurukula model schools, Maitreyee Gurukula in Puttur Taluk 

of Dakshina Kannada district, another in Sringeri (Prabhodini Gurukula) and third one (Veda Vignana) 

at Magadi road in Bengaluru. All these schools in Karnataka are strongly backed by Sangh Parivar. 
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HRD Minister seen sitting in Veda Vignana Gurukula during her visit in January While Gurukula at Put-

tur intake female students and deliver primary schooling to higher education (Gurukula Syllabus), Srin-

geri intake male students. And the Gurukula at Bengaluru take male students for higher education. Most 

of the male students studied in Prabhodini Gurukula continue their higher education in Veda Vijnana. 

According to sources in Gurukula, Smriti Irani in the month of January visited Gurukula- Veda Vignana 

in Bengaluru to hold a first round of discussion with a top office bearer of Gurukula Dr Ramachandra G 

Bhat. It was a visit, albeit a scheduled one, designed to appear as impromptu.

During the meet with Dr Ramachandra G Bhat, HRD Minister deliberated on establishing more number 

of Gurukulas across the nation to strengthen Sanskrit language and through Gurukula education build a 

bridge between ancient India-modern India. Irani in her brief talk after a discussion in Gurukula said “as 

I am given responsibility by the organisation (RSS), I wish to lend support to Gurukula concept.” 

Gurukula teachers greeting Irani through Indian tradition Irani said modern education has been driven 

by selfish motives. Hence modern schools with ancient roots could be seen as a breather to revive educa-

tion system in the country. Gurukula will keep ancient Indian customs and traditions intact. In her talk 

she emphasised on establishing more number of Gurukulas pan India.

Ahead of her brief talk in the Veda Vignana, a presentation on Gurukula concept was carried out to en-

lighten Irani on the system. Impressed by the presentation; in her talk, Irani said “in the coming presen-

tations, we must talk about 100 fold more number of Gurukulas.” Smriti wished for establishment of 300 

such schools.” Irani assured all kind of support to set up Gurukulas. Irani, in her last leg of talk prayed to 

Lord Shiva to realise intentions of her visit to Veda Vignana. 

Booster to Sanskrit

A fresh development will come as a big booster to Sanskrit language, which is being spoken by minute 

percentage. However, students studied in Gurukula even today converse in Sanskrit with their fellow 

mates. Students are nurtured in such a way in these schools, they tend to preserve the knowledge of San-

skrit language all through their lives.

Establishing 300 Gurukulas in the country could be seen as a massive success in terms of increasing num-

ber of people speaking in Sanskrit. Since Gurukula is well abide by bygone Indian traditions and customs, 

hope for bring back forgotten tradition has also flowered. 

Source: OneIndia
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#DontEraseIndia: HAF Launches Campaign to Keep India and 
Hinduism in CA Textbooks

The #DontEraseIndia campaign is aimed at ensuring that the CA K-12 History-Social Science Frame-

work depicts the history, culture, and traditions of Indian and Hindu Americans accurately and in a 

culturally competent manner, in order to better educate students and prepare them for an increasingly 

globalized society.

Launched on April 6, 2016 to coincide with the 86th anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi’s Dandi March, 

the campaign is a broad-based initiative supported by community groups, scholars, interfaith organiza-

tions, and elected officials to raise awareness about the attempts to erase and minimize the history and 

contributions of Hindus and Indians from the Framework. The Framework is of critical importance, as it 

provides a blueprint for textbooks and instructional materials, and will guide classroom instruction for 

the next several years.

Ultimately, the campaign seeks to ensure that Indian and Hindu American students are able to feel secure 

in their religious and cultural identities and are not bullied due to misrepresentations of their beliefs or 

heritage.

You can help generate awareness about this important campaign by widely publicizing the following piec-

es on your social networks. Don’t forget to include #donteraseindia with your post!

•	 From	Aerogram:	#DontEraseIndia’s	Edits	are	about	Accuracy	and	Parity,	not	Politics
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•	 From	the	Huffington	Post:	30	Years	Later,	Cultural	Stereotypes	in	CA	Textbooks	Still	Hurt

•	 From	Swarajya:	How	To	Bring	The	American	School	Hinduism	Curriculum	Into	The	21st	Century

•	 From	the	Huffington	Post:	California	Frameworks	Efforts	About	Cultural	Competency

Source: HAF

Sadhvi Pragya all set to bathe in river Shipra

Sadhvi Pragya left on Wednesday for Ujjain to 

participate in the Simhastha Kumbh Mela.

Bhopal: Sadhvi Pragya Singh Thakur, who was 

given a clean chit by the NIA in the 2008 Male-

gaon bomb blasts case, has decided to call off 

her fast after she got clearance to bathe in the 

Shipra river.

 Amid high security measures, Sadhvi Pragya left on Wednesday for Ujjain to participate in the Simhastha 

Kumbh Mela. The Dewas District Court on Tuesday gave the go-ahead to her request to bathe in the river.

 The Sadhvi, who was lodged in Bhopal Central Jail, had threatened to fast unto death if she was not allowed 

to bathe in the river. She was admitted to a local ayurvedic hospital after her health deteriorated.

 Superintendent of Police Rajesh Bhadoria told reporters: “We have offered adequate security to Sadhvi 

Pragya and medical experts are also accompanying her. All security and medical arrangements are in com-

pliance with the Dewas court decision.” 

 Bhagvan Jha, her close aide, said: “Sadhvi Pragya has decided to call off the hunger strike as a Dewas court 

on Tuesday allowed her to take a dip in the Shipra. She is under heavy security and is travelling to Ujjain in 

an ambulance to attend the Kumbh Mela.”

 He added: “Her health is stable, she has consumed only water and medicines. She has refrained from eating 

anything solid.” 

 According to hospital staff, Sadhvi Pragya’s two-day hunger strike had worsened her health and she was 

not in a fit condition to travel. Her blood pressure was low and she had been advised medication for the 

condition, a doctor said.
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 The Simhastha Kumbh Mela, which began on April 22, will end on May 21. Sadhvi Pragya had protested 

against the authorities for not allowing her to bathe in the Shipra. 

 Sadhvi Pragya is accused of involvement in the murder of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) function-

ary Sunil Joshi and is facing trial in the case. She is currently imprisoned at Central Jail in Bhopal and is 

undergoing treatment in Pandit Khushilal Ayurveda Hospital there.

Source: newsx

VHP sets December 31st deadline for beginning 
construction of Ram Temple – Zee News

   “Vishwa Hindu Parishad has now set a Decem-

ber 31 deadline for construction of a grand tem-

ple dedicated to Lord Ram at Ayodhya.” – Zee 

News

Indore: With the ruling BJP apparently putting 

the Ram Temple issue on hold, its affiliate Vish-

wa Hindu Parishad (VHP) has now set a De-

cember 31 deadline for construction of a grand 

temple dedicated to Lord Ram at Ayodhya.

Addressing a huge gathering of saints and 

youths from across the country at Ujjain Mahakumbh, the saffron outfit’s general secretary Champat Rai 

said, “Construction will start before December 31, and we won’t wait for the Supreme Court verdict…. We 

kept our patience, but won’t wait beyond December.”

The VHP general secretary also dismissed 

reports which claimed that the temple’s con-

struction would begin from November 1, 

saying ”some organisations were spreading 

rumours to hog limelight on the Ayodhya 

issue.”
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He said 90% of the work for temple construction had been completed and the remaining would be done 

with the help of saints.

The VHP announcement comes four days ahead of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s scheduled visit to 

Ujjain where he will take part in the Vaicharik Mahakumbh. – Zee News, 11 May 2016

  

Source: https://bharatabharati.wordpress.com/2016/05/15/vhp-sets-december-31st-deadline-for-be-

ginning-construction-of-ram-temple-zee-news/

VHP paid Homage to Nirankari baba Hardev Singh ji.

   New Delhi May 17, 2016, Vishwa Hindu Parishad today paid homage to 

the Nirankari saint and spiritual leader Baba Hardev Singh ji. After An-

tim darshan, offering his condolences in Buradi road in New Delhi, the 

VHP International vice president shri Om Prakash Singhal today ex-

pressed deep sorrow on the untimely departure of the great leader who 

dedicated his whole life to the world peace & humanity. He prayed to the 

god to always inspire all of us (including his family & followers) to follow 

his path and the departed soul may rest in peace.

Source: World Hindu News (WHN)

Those born in India have two mothers, including Bharat Mata: 
Mohan Bhagwat

   RSS chief Mohan Bhagwat said those born in India have 

two mothers: one biological and the other ‘Bharat Mata’

Ujjain: RSS chief Mohan Bhagwat on Thursday said 

those born in India have two mothers: one biological 

and the other ‘Bharat Mata’.

 

He was speaking after inaugurating a three-day ‘vichar 
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mahakumbh’ in Ninnaura here as part of the ongoing Simhasta Kumbh mela on the banks of Kshipra 

river. 

The Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh leader said India had assimilated all those who came to live here 

over the centuries. 

Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan was also present on the occasion.

 

Source: NewsX

Brahma Kumaris marks 40 years of service in T&T

Brahma Kumaris was founded by Dada Lekhraj Kripalani, a 

retired Indian businessman, in 1937 in Hyderabad, Pakistan.

The Brahma Kumaris Raja Yoga Centre is celebrating 40 years 

of service this month in T&T.

Today, a programme for all members of the public will be 

hosted at the Chaguanas centre at No 1 Edinburgh Gardens, 

from 5.30 pm to 7.30 pm. Flying in for the occasion is Brahma 

Kumari Jayanti Kirpalani, European director of the Brahma 

Kumaris and its Representative to the United Nations, Gene-

va. She is an adviser to the council for the Parliament of the 

World’s Religions and an Advisory Committee member of the 

International Interfaith Centre.

Sister Jayanti first visited Trinidad in December 1975 and was 

facilitated by the Sanatan Dharma Maha Sabha (SDMS). Meditation centres were established in 1977. In 

1989 the group was incorporated by an Act of Parliament. Local centres have associate status with the 

university in Mt Abu, India.

The vision of the centre is to revive virtues in the lives and activities of all thereby giving relief from 

mental and physical distresses. One of the main practices recommended to achieve this goal is medita-

tion or reflection. 

Meditation is the journey inwards, a journey of self-discovery or, in fact, re-discovery of our inner vir-

tues. It is time taken for quiet reflection and silence, away from the hustle and bustle of daily living.
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There are five centres in Trinidad. They are safe and sacred spaces where people can find peace, rest 

and answers to life’s most pondered questions. In pursuit of the goals of world peace through self em-

powerment, the Brahma Kumaris have organised numerous projects over the years that highlight the 

intrinsic goodness of humanity.

For the last 27 years, the group has actively served within the prison system, touching the lives of 

thousands of inmates. Volunteers make weekly visits to several of the prison stations to work with the 

incarcerated in developing their life skills. 

This year, the Brahma Kumaris will facilitate its seventh annual art show that will take place at the 

Long Circular Mall, to showcase the artistic talent of the prisoners 

Last year, in response to the growing situation of crime and other social issues in the country, an 

MOU was signed with the University of the West Indies. 

Earlier this month, the Institute of Critical Thinking in collaboration with the Brahma Kumaris 

hosted a series of workshops with Judy Rodgers a US-based consultant, communications strategist 

and coach who has worked extensively with thought leaders in business, education and media. She 

revealed that mindfulness and self-awareness are critical components of successful team leaders today.

The Raja Yoga Centre has strived to reach people from all walks of life and have reached out to the 

population through several innovative outreach efforts. 

In June 2015, under the auspices of the High Commission of India, the Brahma Kumaris partnered 

with other local yoga organisations to celebrate the United Nations’ International Day of Yoga at 

UWI’s Daaga Hall. 

A year earlier in June 2014, in a collaboration with the Inter Religious Organisation, a conference 

was organized at the Hyatt Regency that attracted the participation of Ela Ghandi, grand-daughter 

of Mahatma Ghandi, Prof Clement Sankat, Campus Principal of UWI, St Augustine, and other local 

dignitaries. In 2012 the panel discussion, “Breaking The Cycle of Violence” was organized at UWI. 

This trend of public offerings began in the late 70s. From 1980-1989, Mr Garfield King designed, pro-

duced and hosted the programme: Discover Yourself Transform Your World” on Radio 610 and later 

on Music Radio 97’s “Motivational Minute.” A student-run Raja Yoga Meditation society has been ac-

tive since 1981 at UWI, running support groups and organising events for students of the university. 

During the early 1980s, partnering with the Biological Society of UWI, an environmental project was 

undertaken that saw masses of garbage being removed from the Mayaro beach.

Source: Guardian
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1. Introduction

There is literature on the ancient Indian system of yoga regarding its positive effects on various physiolog-

ical systems. Raub [1] in a review has shown that psycho-physiological changes by yoga help in the im-

provement of both musculoskeletal and cardiopulmonary functions. Long-term yoga practice improves 

depth of breathing and alters chemoreceptive sensitivity [2, 3]. It also reduces metabolic rate in healthy 

subjects [4]. Meditation leads to hypo-metabolic state [5, 6], but specific respiratory exercises (pranaya-

ma) do the opposite [6]. Yoga improves physical performance [7, 8], body flexibility [9] and mental health 

[10]. Its therapeutic potentials in various diseases particularly for life-style-related ones have been ex-

plored and are being utilized. The four leading risk factors like overweight, high blood pressure, high 

blood glucose and cholesterol, which are linked to life-style-related chronic diseases, may be reduced by 

yoga intervention [11–14]. It helps in the reversal of coronary artery diseases [15]. It has even helped to 

improve physical performance and to reduce the level of inflammatory markers in chronic heart failure 

patients with 25% ejection fraction [16]. Yogic practices are useful in the management of diabetes [17, 18] 

and bronchial asthma [19]. It has also been shown that if the intensity and duration of yoga training is not 

proper the expected effect of yoga may not be observed as in case of diabetic patients [20]. Yoga has its 

great psychological benefits by reduction of stress, anxiety and depression [10, 21–23]. Its role in the treat-

ment of chronic insomnia has also been reported [24]. Yoga is rapidly gaining popularity. The number of 

people practicing yoga for health benefits in India as well as abroad has increased significantly in the past 

decade [25]. In spite of continued interest of the scientific community, there is still paucity of data on basic 

physiological responses related to yoga practices. The data on energy expenditure during its practice as 
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well as relevant data to express the intensity of exercise in terms of exercise physiology or nutritionist have 

not been documented systematically as it has been done for various sports or other day-to-day activities 

or for occupational activities. “The compendium of physical activities” [26] a coding scheme that classi-

fies physical activity based on energy expenditure does not include energy expenditure while performing 

various types of yoga. The literature in this regard either reported it by citing single yoga practice or by 

giving it in a more general way [27–38]. Kyeongra Yang [11] stressed this point in his review article. The 

report in this regard for a full yoga session has been provided only by four groups of workers [34–37]. First 

group is ours [34] that focused on Suryanamaskar (Sun salutation). Second group studied on women and 

on the mixed samples of a wider age range, that is, 19–40 years old [35]. Two studies [35, 36] reported on 

the yoga sessions which comprised of Surya namaskar as a major part of the entire session. Another was 

based only on six yoga positions [37]. These studies have given intensity of exercise in terms of percentage 

of maximal heart rate (%MHR) and on energy expenditure. However, none has evaluated the intensity of 

exercise in yoga postures in terms of each subject’s percentage of actual maximal oxygen uptake capacity 

(%VO2max). Hence, the true relative intensity of physical activity could not be revealed. In view of the 

evidences that in yoga %MHR overestimates the corresponding level of oxygen consumption [37], a study 

incorporating %VO2max has been long due. Moreover, no study is available where the parameters like 

ventilatory equivalent for oxygen and carbon dioxide, pulmonary ventilation have been provided with 

the oxygen consumption to evaluate the yogic exercises in terms of exercise physiology. The data in this 

regard will be helpful for nutritionist, therapists as well as researchers involved in this field. It will also be 

helpful for the people involved in various yoga programs to get an idea of energy expenditure and inten-

sity of exercise of different yoga practices for incorporating them in yoga sessions according to the need. 

In this background, the aim of this study was to evaluate the energy expenditure during a full session of 

yoga practice on professional male yoga practitioners of comparatively shorter age range and to express its 

intensity in terms of metabolic equivalent (MET) and %VO2max for each of its components individually. 

The study also noted the behavior of other relevant respiratory parameters.

2.Methods

2.1. Subjects. Twenty healthy male yoga practitioners/instructors who had been practicing yoga for 6–10 

years volunteered for the study. Their mean age, height, body weight, body fat percentage and lean body 

weight (LBW) were 27.4±3.45 years, 166.6±5.4 cm, 58.8±9.62 kg, 10.9±3.1 and 52.2±2.8 kg respectively.

All subjects of this study were of one gender that is, only male instead of both male and female. This is 

due to the scientifically well-accepted fact that the male and female have different range of physiological 
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parameters in normal condition. Again, the magnitude of the effect of physical training on them also dif-

fers. This happens due to different hormonal profile of two genders. There was a study [4] that showed that 

magnitude of response to basal metabolic rate by yoga training in male and female volunteers was different. 

In one of our previous study [10] also, in view of gender differences, the data of male and female subjects 

were presented separately. Therefore, to get a better resolution of the facts only one gender (male) was se-

lected. Again, subjects selected for this study were experienced yoga practitioners/instructors. This was due 

to the following facts. The main aim of this study was to have some standard values with respect to different 

asanas and other yogic practices. Earlier in a same type of study  (unpublished) recordings were taken by us 

during yoga training in two phases on people who were novice in yoga practice. The limitation of that study 

was the variations in physiological responses based on the subjects’ daily activity pattern; if they were ath-

letic type their energy expenditure during yoga practice was lower than sedentary individuals. So, again it 

may vary to a certain extent in different populations based on the respective physical activity level. As there 

were no data available in this field where similar type of study had been done, preference was given more 

to provide the data with respect to those people (yoga instructors) who were supposed to be more accurate 

and perfect in performing yoga postures/practices. These subjects were supposed to have more stable re-

sponses. Thus, it also helped to exclude the effects those likely to have in semi-trained or untrained persons. 

2.2. General Protocol. In this study only one group of subject who practiced only yoga was considered 

(i.e., “Yoga” group). Another group, that is, “control” who would have practiced other form of conventional 

exercises was not included. The reason behind this was the very purpose of this study where measurements 

of various physiological parameters needed to be done during actual yoga practice. However, logically the 

people of the “control group” who would have been trained in aerobics in a conventional way could not 

have been trained in yoga. So, they could not have practiced yoga. Thus, it would not have been possible to 

get their values during the  actual yoga practice. If they also would have practiced yoga, they could not have 

been treated as “control” group (it would have been a mixed yoga and non-yoga-aerobics group).

Subjects were explained about the various tests, the purpose of the study and the risk involved as in max-

imal exercise test. They were also made aware of the precautions taken thereof. They gave their informed 

consent to participate in the study and the ethical committee of the institute who scrutinizes the standards 

with respect to the ethical principles for research involving human subjects approved the test protocol. Test 

trial of the protocol was given to each individual few days prior to the day of actual test to acquaint them 

with the procedure so as to avoid anxiety that would have otherwise interfered with the results. It also 
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helped in the standardization of the experiment.

2.3. Yoga Practices. The study wanted to encompass greater variety of yoga postures/practices in its pur-

view to get closer view of the behavior/range of various physiological parameters within a reasonable time 

frame to arrive at a realistic conclusion. Hence, a representative yoga practice schedule as usually been 

practiced by normal healthy person of this age group was considered.

The subjects performed various yoga practices as listed in Table 1 and Figure 1 for about 1 h in the lab-

oratory. The abbreviations with respect to different yoga practices are given in Figure 1. Various Yoga 

practice schedule consisted of hatha yoga asanas (various static physical postures), pranayama (breathing 

maneuvers—BMs) and meditation. Hatha yoga exercises were administered according to the standard 

procedure [39, 40]. Duration (in minutes) for each yogic practice as performed during the yoga session 

is also given in Table 1. The entire Yogic exercise schedule consisted of hatha yoga asana (24 min), BMs 

(8 min) and meditation (5 min). Usually after every asana adequate rest in the form of Shavasana (SAV) 

was given. During this time oxygen consumption (VO2) along with heart rate were monitored. Stability of 

these parameters by arriving at basal resting values was considered as indicator of adequate rest and wash-

out in between asanas. This was done to get stable state to avoid the carry-over effect on the subsequent 

asanas. The basic requirement of any yoga program is also to provide adequate rest in the form of SAV in 

between asanas or other practices.

2.4. Measurements. In general, measurements were conducted in two sets on two different days. First 

set was done during a full yoga session in the laboratory when measurements were conducted while 

subjects were performing the actual yogic practices. Second set was carried out on some other day when 

their maximal exercise test was  conducted on an ergometer to get their maximal oxygen uptake capacity 

(VO2max) values. This was used to calculate intensity of exercise in terms of %VO2max for different yoga 

postures.

2.4.1. Anthropometry

Body weight of the subjects was recorded by a precalibrated human weighing machine (ATCO Electronic 

Platform Scale EW Series, India) and skin fold thickness was taken by Harpendon skin fold caliper (Hol-

tain Ltd, UK). Body fat was calculated by the method of Sloan [41].

2.5. Rest and during Yoga Practice. Their VO2, ventilation (VE), respiratory rate (Fr) and tidal volume 

(VT) were recorded by oxygen-consumption measurement system (Model Oxycon Champion, Erich Jae-
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ger, Germany), while they were actually performing the 

yoga practices after 30 min rest in supine position. The 

system was calibrated regularly for volume of air by a 

standard 2 l syringe and for oxygen and carbon dioxide 

percentage by standard gas mixture. During trial runs, 

days before the actual tests, approximate duration in 

between and heart rate to get stable state. In this way, 

approximate time period required for stabilization by 

achieving basal values of those parameters (recovery) 

was determined after each yoga practice for better 

guidance during the day of actual experiment. Based 

on this and also by studying in the same way during 

the actual day of experiment the duration between 

various practices were taken into consideration. For 

Bhastrika (BHAS), the breathing mask was removed 

for the time being during its practice as with the mask 

it was not possible to perform these maneuvers prop-

erly. Recording was taken just after its practice. All the 

tests were conducted in the forenoon (09:00–11:00 h).  

Temperature of the laboratory was maintained at 26–

28 degree C and humidity at 60–80% during the period of experiment.

2.6. Maximal Exercise Test. Subjects performed maximal exercise on a bicycle ergometer (Ergoline, Gmbh, 

and ergometrics ER 900, Germany) on a day other than the day when they practiced yoga. Their VO2, VE, 

Fr and VT were measured by oxygen consumption measurement system (Oxycon Champion, Erich Jaeger, 

Germany). Heart rate was monitored from ECG recording (MX lead by the same system). They pedaled at 

zero load for 5min as warm up exercise. Then, they were given a brief rest while sitting on the ergometer. 

Subsequently, when heart rate and VO2 were in steady resting level, they were administered exercise in a 

graded exercise protocol starting from 25W workload and progressively increasing it by 25W every minute 

(at 60 rpm) until exhaustion. Exercise was stopped when subjects could not keep the rhythm of pedaling 

and VO2 reached a plateau.
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Figure 1: The various yoga postures as practiced by the 

subjects during a full yoga session. (1) Yoga mudra asana 

1-YM 1, (2) Yoga mudra asana 2-YM 2, (3) Paschimot-

tanasana-PSN, (4) Supta pavan muktasana-SPVM, (5) 

Pavan muktasana-PVM, (6) Dhanurasana- DHN, (7) 

Matsyasana-MYS, (8) Vajrasana-VAJ, (9) Supta Vajrasa-

na-SVAJ, (10) Gomukhasana 1-GMK1, (11) Gomukhasa-

na 2-GMK 2, (12) Sarvangasana-SARV, (13) Halasana 

1-HAL1, (14) Halasana 2-HAL 2, (15) Karnapeedasa-

na-KPED, (16) Bhujangasana-BHUJ, (17) Utthanpadasa-

na-UTP, (18) Shavasana-SAV, (19) Kapalbhati-KB, (20) Bhastrika-BHAS, (21) Kaki mudra-KAKI, (22) Yoni mudra-YONI, 

(23) Bhramari pranayama-BHRA, (24) Sukhasana-SUKH, (25) Omkar meditation-OMMED, (26) Meditation-MED, (27) 

Sukhasana- SUKH, (28) Shavasana-SAV.

2.7. Data Analysis. For analysis and comparison, different yoga practices were grouped as separate clus-

ters. First cluster was having various asanas (static physical postures). Second cluster was having various 

BMs, that is, Kapal Bhati (KB), BHAS, Kaki Mudra (KAKI), Yoni Mudra (YONI) and Bhramari pranaya-

ma (BHRA). The third cluster consisted of various meditative practices along with the postures in which 

meditation is practiced when VO2 was supposed to be in the lower range, that is, Omkar meditation (OM 

MED), Meditation (MED), SAV and Sukhasanas (SUKH). For the calculation of MET, the ratio of V˙ O2 

required during yoga practice to the VO2 at rest was considered. The energy cost of each yoga practice was 

derived using VO2 corrected to non-protein respiratory quotient [42]. The amount of oxygen required for 

a person for a particular activity in terms of percentage of his maximum ability to consume oxygen (V˙ 

O2max) is expressed as %VO2max. Only first cluster (asanas) have been considered to express intensity 

of exercise in terms of VO2max as in the rest of the yoga practice VO2 was very low.

2.8. Statistics. Statistical analysis of the data was performed by two-way classification of analysis of vari-

ance technique using the Newman-Keuls multiple range test to compare the same group at different sit-

uations.

3. Results

3.1. VO2. Changes in VO2 and other parameters are given in Tables 2, 3 and 4. The V˙ O2 value during 
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the practice of Pavan muktasana (PVM), Dhanurasana (DHN), Sarvangasana (SARV), Halasana 1 (HAL1), 

Halasana 2 (HAL2) and Karnapedasana (KPED) were 0.542±0.12, 0.624±0.07, 0.562±0.14, 

  0.571±0.18, 0.631±0.19 and 0.571±0.17l min−1, 

respectively, and those were of significantly 

higher range as compared with other asanas. In 

Matsyasana (MYS), Gomukhasana (GMK2), 

Bhujangasana (BHUJ) and Uttangpadasana 

(UTP) it was 0.471±0.12, 0.521±0.10, 0.471± 

0.08 and 0.502±0.10 lmin−1 respectively. It was 

significantly higher (P < .01) in PVM as compared with Supta Pavan Muktasana (SPVM). Value of Supta 

Vajrasana (SVAJ) was higher (P < .05) than Vajrasana (VAJ). In SAV it was 0.243±0.04 lmin−1. Other than 

SAV lowest value was observed in YogaMudra (YM2), that is, 0.369±0.07 lmin−1. In PSM, SPVM, VAJ, 

SVAJ and GMK1 it varied from 0.372 to 0.433 lmin−1. Among the yogic BMs highest values were 0.514±0.16 

and 0.503±0.18 lmin−1 in KAKI and YONI, respectively. Value of KB was 0.451±0.15 lmin−1. BHAS 

showed lowest value, that is, 0.262±0.04 lmin−1. Other than BHAS and BHRA, values of all other yogic 

BMs were significantly (P < .01) higher than SUKH. Value of OM MED, that is, 0.301±0.08 lmin−1 was 

significantly (P < .01) higher than SAV, that is, 0.243±0.04 lmin−1. Value ofMED was 0.272±0.05 lmin−1 

and it was not significantly different from OM MED.

3.2. Energy Cost. DHN and HAL2 showed significantly higher energy cost among asanas, that is, 3.03 and 

3.05 kcal, respectively. In KB, KAKI and YONI values were significantly higher among BMs and in BHAS 

and BHRA it was lower. Energy cost in SUKH 

(1.49 kcal) significantly reduced in MED (1.29 

kcal). Energy cost also reduced fromOMMED 

to MED to SAV. Total energy expenditure of this 

program was 55.45 kcal (asanas 41.2 kcal, BMs 

11.50 kcal and meditation 2.75 kcal).

3.3. Intensity of Exercise

3.3.1. %V˙ O2max. As given in Figure 2 inten-

sity of exercise in terms of %V˙ O2max among 

asanas was in highest range in DHN (26.5%), 
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HAL-1 (25.9%), and HAL-2 (24.6%) and in UTP (23.9%). It was in the lower range in YM1 (14.1%), YM2 

(17.4%), Paschimottanasana (PSN) (15.7%), SPVM (16.0%) and in VAJ (15.5%).

3.3.2. MET. Most of the yoga practices were in the range of 1-2 MET. Exception was in DHN, HAL-1 and 

HAL2 where values were of >2 MET. In KB, KAKI and YONI values were in higher range among BMs. 

Lowest value was in BHAS. In SUKH it was 1.08 which significantly reduced to 0.93 (P < .05) in MED. 

Sequentially, it was lower from OM MED to MED to SAV (P < .01). There was no significant difference 

between OM MED and SUKH and also between MED and SAV but it significantly (P < .05) reduced from 

SUKH to MED.

3.3.3. V˙ E. Among the asanas, highest V˙ E was observed in DHN (17.9±2.32 lmin−1). It was signifi-

cantly higher than other asanas except HAL-1 (16.9±3.79 lmin−1), HAL2 (16.7±3.24 lmin−1) and UTP 

(16.1±3.34 lmin−1). In SAV and YM2,mean value of V˙ E was lowest, that is, 6.9±1.43 and 9.3±1.90 lmin−1 

respectively and those were significantly (P < .01) lower among asanas except VAJ. In other asanas, values 

were in the range from 9 to 15 lmin−1. Among 

the yoga BMs V˙ E was significantly (P < .05 to 

P < .01) higher in KB (53.5±15.47 lmin−1) than 

BHAS, KAKI, YONI, BHRA (values were in the 

range of 6.6–12.7lmin−1). Mean value of OM 

MED (8.5±2.4 l min−1) was significantly (P < .05) 

higher than MED (6.9±1.62 lmin−1). 

3.3.4. Fr. Values in HAL1, HAL2 and KPED were 27.0±4.2, 27.0±6.2 and 27.0±6.3 breaths/min respectively 

and were significantly higher (P < .01) than all other asanas except SARV and PVM. Fr in SARV (25.0±5.2 

breaths/min) was also significantly higher (P < .01) than that of other asanas except PVM, DHN, UTP and 

GMK2. In PSN, PVM, MYS, SVAJ, GMK1, GMK2 and BHUJ it was in the range from 17 to 24 breaths/

min. It was significantly higher (P < .05) in PVM as compared with SPVM. Among BMs highest and lowest 

values were observed in KB (65±27.4 breaths/min) and in BHRA (10.0±6.35 breaths/min), respectively. 

Values of Fr in KB were significantly higher (P < .01) than other BMs. Lowest value was observed in OM 

MED (10.0±5.82 breaths/min) among MED, OM MED, SAV and SUKH and it was significantly (P < .01) 

lower than SUKH. 3.3.5. VT. Among asanas, lowest VT was in KPED, that is, 0.57±0.11 l/breath and it was 

significantly lower than YM1 (P < .01), YM2 (P < .01), MYS (P < .05). Values of VT in PSN, SARV, HAL1, 

HAL2 and DHN were in the range of 0.61–0.73 l/breath. In BHRA (1.41±1.27 l/breath) it was significantly 

(P < .05 to P < .01) higher than other BMs. Value of OM MED (1.28±1.14 l/breath) was significantly (P < 
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.01) higher than MED, SAV and SUKH.

3.4. Ventilatory Equivalent for Oxygen. Among asanas highest value was observed in UTP (27.8±5.3), 

which was significantly higher than all other asanas. Lowest value was observed in YM2, that is, 21.2±3.53. 

In rest of the asanas, ventilatory equivalent for oxygen (EQO2) was in the range of 22.8–26.8. Highest 

EQO2 was observed in KB, that is, 79.0±33.6 (P < .01) compared with other yogic BMs and SUKH. EQO2 

in OM MED was 25.2±6.4, which was significantly higher (P < .05) than MED.

3.5. Ventilatory Equivalent for Carbon Dioxide. The highest value was observed in GMK1 (30.5±3.8). 

Values of YM1, YM2, SARV, HAL2 and KPED were in the same range. Values of SVAJ (29.8±3.6), GMK2 

(29.9±3.7), VAJ (29.8±3.5), SPVM (29.1±4.3), PVM (29.0±3.95), DHN (28.4±5.8), MYS (28.9±3.8), were 

next to the highest range. Lowest value was in YM2 (26.5±2.54) and it was significantly lower (P < .01) 

than other asanas except YM1, PSN, SARV, HAL2 and KPED. Ventilatory equivalent for carbon dioxide 

(EQCO2) in KB was significantly higher (P < .01) than that of BHAS, KAKI, YONI, BHRA and SUKH.

4. Discussion

Intensity of exercise of the yoga practices in this study was in the range from 9.9% (SAV) to 26.5% (DHN) 

of V˙ O2max (Figure 2). In general, it was in the lower range of sub-maximal level of exercise in most of 

the asanas except in SAV where it could be considered as in the resting level. It is also directly related to 

the greater involvement of active muscle mass from the different parts of the body as in PVM. In PVM 

both legs are involved. Hence, it had higher V˙ O2 than SPVM where only one leg is involved. In SARV, 

HAL1, HAL2, KPED, BHUJ,UTP,DHNand PVMit was in the range of 20–26.5% of V˙ O2max. In rest of 

the asanas V˙ O2 remained <20%of V˙ O2max. This is due to the slow execution of various asanas with ad-

equate rest pause during SAV which is being performed intermittently as a norm in hatha yoga practices. 

Now, by studying the dynamics of the various respiratory parameters one can determine the nature of 

hatha yoga exercises in terms of exercise physiology as compared with conventional physical exercises. 

During the yogic practice the rise in V˙ CO2 was comparatively lower than the corresponding V˙ O2 as it 

happens in conventional dynamic exercises at sub-maximal level. V˙ E and V˙ CO2 increased proportion-

ately with the increase in V˙ O2 in all the yoga asanas and in some yoga BMs also. Maximum Respiratory 

Quotient (RQ) was 0.94 in UTP and it never crossed 1.0 in any of the asana. The lowest range of EQO2 as 

observed among the asanas was from 22 to 24, as in SARV, HAL1, HAL2 and KPED where corresponding 

V˙ O2 was from 0.626 to 0.533 lmin−1. Closer to that, DHNwas having a value of V˙ O2 (0.622 lmin−1) 

with an EQO2 of 26.6. In dynamic exercises with gradually increasing exercise intensity the nadir of EQO2 
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usually remains between 22 and 27 while EQCO2 remains between 26 and 30. Thus, a close look into the 

pattern of changes in EQO2 and EQCO2 in different asanas reveals that in most of the cases while prac-

ticing yogasana, the exercise is well within lactate threshold. From this, there are also indirect indications 

about normal physiological dead space/tidal volume ratio (VD/VT) and uniform matching of ventilation 

with respect to perfusion (VA/Q) [46]. This noninvasive technique is possibly the only way to establish it 

as collecting the blood samples during yoga practice would disturb the subject.

In many cases while practicing asanas wherever VT reduced, Fr increased. This helps to maintain the lev-

el of VE as per the requirement of VO2 for that particular posture. In PSN, SPVM, PVM, HAL1, HAL2, 

VAJ, GMK, SARV and KPED values of VT were in the range of 0.57– 0.68 l/breath and the corresponding 

Fr were from 27 to 24 breaths/min. This trend was not common for all the asanas. In this study in YM1, 

YM2, MYS, SVAJ, GMK2, BHUJ and UTP, VT was in the range of 0.78–0.86 l/breath and corresponding 

Fr was in the range of 13–22 breaths/min showing increasing trend for both VT and Fr. Brahmachari et 

al. [47] compared individual yoga postures in yoga proficient subjects and have shown that the increased 

demand for oxygen in PSN has been met by increasing Fr and increase in VT. The variation in VT in 

aforementioned asanas is due to restricted movement of the rib cage, respiratory muscles and upper re-

spiratory tract as a result of twisted posture of the neck, chest and upper torso. In a separate study, Rao 

[28] reported the cost of standing on head was 336mL VO2 or 1.62 kcal min−1. In our study values of 

VO2 were 562mL or 2.73 kcal min−1 (Table 2) in SARV which is also a head down posture but where 

neck is in twisted position. He showed in another study [29] that vital capacity was least in head-down 

posture (Shirsasana) and it was attributed to strong postural contraction of the respiratory muscles. 

Moreover, the visceral contents of abdomen slightly shifting towards thoracic cage may also cause certain 

impediments for diaphragmatic and thoracic respiratory movements. Hemodynamic influence through 

baroreflex mechanism due to shift of blood to the head and neck region may also influence the VT and 

Fr due to the interrelated effects of medullary vasomotor areas and respiratory centers. Rai et al. [30–32] 

studied energy expenditure and ventilatory responses during Siddhasana, Veerasana andMYS. There was 

moderate rise in VE and VO2 as compared with the SAV. Brahmachari et al. [47] compared individual 

yogic postures in yoga-proficient subjects and observed that the metabolic cost computed for Siddhasa-

na, PSN and BHUJ were 1.23, 1.45 and 2.62 kcalmin−1, respectively against the resting SAV value of 1.06 

kcalmin−1. In our study, values of PSN and BHUJ were 2.08 and 2.3 kcal min−1, respectively, as against 

1.16 kcal min−1 in SAV. Highest value of energy cost in this study was 3.02 kcal min−1 in HAL2. To our 

knowledge no study is available to show the energy expenditure separately for each components of yoga 
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practice, that is, for asanas, pranayama and meditation. Average energy expenditure in this program if 

expressed for its different components, that is, asanas, pranayama and meditation were 2.29, 1.91 and 1.37 

kcalmin−1, respectively. Same was reported by other investigators [48] during the practice of yoga as 3.7 

kcalmin−1, but the values of specific yoga exercises were not available. Clay et al. [35] and Hagins et al. [36] 

showed that the mean caloric expenditure in the entire yoga session was 2.23 and 3.2 kcalmin−1 respective-

ly. Those studies particularly of Hagins et al. [36] included mostly Sun salutation (Suryanamaskar, a com-

bination of yogic physical postures practiced in a sequence continuously), which covered 50–60% of entire 

yoga session. We have already conducted a separate study on Suryanamaskar [34]. This part of the study 

has focused on other aspects of yogic practices, that is, asanas, different BMs and meditation excluding the 

Suryanamaskar because it is generally not prescribed for the patients or people with poor body flexibility 

or older people but is suitable for comparatively physically fit individuals.

In our earlier study, Sinha et al. [34] reported energy expenditure of 3.79 kcalmin−1 in Suryanamaskar. 

Hagins et al. [36] also showed the energy expenditure in the entire yoga session (comprising Suryanam-

askar) to be 3.2 kcalmin−1,  which is very much similar to the values found by us. The mask used for the 

measurement of V˙ O2 in this study was

very comfortable to the subjects. Hence, the issue raised by Hagins et al. [36] that the differences in en-

ergy expenditurebetween their study and the study of Clay et al. [35] (with mask, showing lower energy 

expenditure) appears to be insignificant in this regard. Energy expenditure during cycling (5.5 mph) is 3.8 

kcalmin−1 and walking on treadmill (2.0mph) is 3.1 kcalmin−1 [48]. While comparing these with yoga 

the average energy expenditure during the practice of asanas in our study shows 60.3 and 73.8% of that 

of cycling and walking, respectively. Brahmachari et al. [49] also studied similarly on three hatha yoga 

postures, that is, Padmasana, Kurmasana and Ustrasana. Properly performed asana, that is, the posture in-

volving more of cerebellar activity exhibits relaxed condition of the related muscles which otherwise show 

increased electrical activity if the same condition is maintained with the help of isometric contraction (ex-

ercise involving more of motor cortex) [33]. Hence, energy cost for performing an asana depends on two 

factors. First, it is the involvement of total muscle mass and secondly on the conditioning that is, how much 

optimum utilization of the muscles is being done in these practices. Intensity of exercise in terms of MET 

during conventional physical exercise as in cycling (<10 mph) and walking (3.5 mph) was reported to be 

4.0 MET [26]. The highest value in our study was 2.19 MET in DHN and HAL-2 which are 54.7 and 62.6% 

of cycling and walking respectively.
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Figure 3: Possible factors responsible for physical performance improvement by yoga though it is low to moderate intensity of 

exercise in terms of %V˙ O2max, energy cost, MET and Percent MHR as observed in this study. Integratd from the findings of 

this study and those of [2, 7–10, 16, 34, 40, 43–45].

Like %VO2max the intensity of exercise when expressed 

in MET shows in this study that hatha yoga practice 

comes under the category of moderate physical exercise 

and its range never goes beyond 2.19 MET. To perform 

higher intensity of exercise there is only one possibility, 

which is to increase the frequency and duration of specific yogic practice that have higher level of MET. 

In the same subjects during the entire yoga session the maximal heart rate (MHR) was in the range of 

97.9±12.7 to 102.1±18.9 beats/min and their mean MHR in bicycle exercise was 187.2±9.3 beats/min. So, in 

the present study subjects could attain only 52.3–54.5% of their MHR (our unpublished observation). This 

is even lower than the similar kind of values reported by Clay et al. [35]. They have shown that during 30 

min hatha yoga session in women (age 19–40 years), heart rate elevated up to 56.9% of MHR. According to 

the American College of Sports Medicine guideline the minimum average heart rate value to be achieved in 

an exercise session for fitness gain should be 55% of MHR [38] for sedentary and unfit individuals. In our 

study these values are slightly lower than the %MHR as reported by Hagins et al. [36] and Clay et al. [35]. 

The difference between those studies and the present study is that there Suryanamaskar was a major com-

ponent of yoga session; while in the present study Suryanamaskar was not at all incorporated. The criteria 

of achieving particular level of %MHR may not be always reliable as the yogic postural exercises (asanas) 

also have isometric nature, as Caroll et al. [37] could not find any correlation between the V˙ O2 and heart 

rate in yogic exercises. In spite of the lower level of exercise intensity, yoga practices have the potentiality 

to maintain the physical performance status of an individual. Our previous study [8] in this regard showed 

that a group of soldiers practicing Hatha yoga instead of conventional physical exercise could improve 

V˙ O2max. Nayar et al. [50] showed that physical performance at sub-maximal level improves after yoga 

practices. The works of Raju et al. [46, 47] also indicated the physical performance improvement in the 

similar way. Pollen et al. [16] showed that even in heart failure patients peak V˙ O2 and total exercise time 

increased after yoga training. Possibly, different combinations of yoga practices along with other dynamic 

exercises have the potentialities to increase the physical performance in different degrees. Hatha yoga BMs 

are having the potentiality to train the respiratory system in such a way that it helps an individual to cope 
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with the respiratory demand with respect to higher intensity of exercise also. In yoga BMs respiratory rate 

increased as high as it happens in maximal aerobic exercise as it was observed in KB in our study. But these 

maneuvers with voluntary deep breathing (BHAR, KAKI and YONI) help to achieve a state wherein an in-

dividual’s respiratory rate becomes relatively lower with respect to their increasing VT by allowing greater 

time for diffusion of oxygen in the respiratory system. The studies of Bernardi et al. [3, 44] and Stanescu et 

al. [2] have indicated the same. We [45] have seen that yogic BMs possibly help to improve cardiac stroke 

volume which also may be an important factor to improve physical performance. In our previous studies 

it has also been observed that the yogic practices improves the muscular efficiency in terms of reduced 

electromyography amplitude and endurance time in static isometric exercise [7] and also body flexibility 

[9] apart from its famous psychophysiological benefits [1, 21–24]. There is a possibility in hatha yoga to 

improve  physical performance, in spite of the exercise stimulus being of lower magnitude as compared 

with conventional dynamic exercises (Figure 3). The underlying mechanisms including the cardiovascular 

and peripheral metabolic ones need to be explored systematically further. The study by Wallace et al. [5] 

has shown that yoga-proficient subjects could achieve the hypo-metabolic state in their subjects during 

meditation. In the present study oxygen consumption also reduced during meditation indicating better 

relaxed state. In this study, BMs with a longer breath hold time such as Kumbhaka were not administered. 

This was done in spite of the subjects of this study being “yoga instructors” as we wanted to compare the 

values with common subjects who may not be yoga proficient and might not practice “Kumbhaka”. It re-

quires lot of caution and longer time to learn to perform it perfectly. The results of the study may be used 

for the common people.

In different yoga programs with various combinations of different components of yogic practices, with 

regulated duration and frequency of specific yogic practices the physical performance improvement can 

be achieved. Different combinations of yogic practices may be incorporated in physical fitness program 

based on the situation both in normal and diseased individuals. All practices should not be performed by 

everybody. The comparatively physically fit individuals may practice all the practices by increasing the fre-

quency and duration of individual components. On the contrary, for sedentary and diseased individuals 

asanas with the lower or moderate intensity of exercise without any complicated postures (asanas) should 

be preferred. One has to be selective to choose specific yoga practices in case of sedentary and diseased 

persons to accrue the benefits of very wide range of physical [7–9] and psycho-physiological ones [1, 10] 

including the preventive, prophylactic and curative aspects for various diseases [11–24] by practicing it 

with low level of energy cost/exercise intensity (less stress). The very convenience of hath yoga practice is 
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this.

So, this study provides basic data on V˙ O2, energy cost, exercise intensity in terms of V˙ O2max, and 

MET along with the dynamics of relevant respiratory parameters for individual components of a yoga ses-

sion and also for the entire session as a whole. In general, the values of energy expenditure and intensity 

of exercise indicate that in yoga, exercise stimulus may not be that high to improve physical performance. 

Still, our previous studies and also of other shave indicated the improvement of physical and mental per-

formance by its practice. Therefore, hatha yoga practice may be a more energy-efficient way to accrue the 

meaningful physiological benefits for the general public as well as for people who are not able to undergo 

high intensity exercises as in diseased individuals. It may be performed by selecting appropriate yoga 

postures/practices with due consideration on intensity of exercise and duration of practice based on the 

physical fitness of the individual.
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COVER STORY

Kumbh Mela or Kumbha Mela is a mass Hindu pilgrimage of faith in which Hindus gather to bathe in a sa-

cred river. Traditionally, four fairs are widely recognized as the Kumbh Melas: the Haridwar Kumbh Mela, 

the Allahabad Kumbh Mela, the Nashik-Trimbakeshwar Simhastha and the Ujjain Simhastha, although 

priests at other places have also claimed their local fairs to be Kumbh Melas. These four fairs are held peri-

odically at one of the following places by rotation: Haridwar, Allahabad (Prayaga), Nashik district (Nashik 

and Trimbak) and Ujjain. The main festival site is located on the banks of a river: the Ganges (Ganga) at 

Haridwar; the confluence (Sangam) of the Ganges and the Yamuna and the now extinct (disappeared/ 

dried/ lost in time) Sarasvati at Allahabad; the Godavari at Nashik; and the Shipra at Ujjain. Bathing in 

these rivers is thought to cleanse a person of all sins. 

At any given place, the Kumbh Mela is held once in 12 years. There is a difference of around 3 years be-

tween the Kumbh Melas at Haridwar and Nashik; the fairs at Nashik and Ujjain are celebrated in the same 

year or one year apart. The exact date is determined according to a combination of zodiac positions of the 

Jupiter, the Sun and the Moon. At Nashik and Ujjain, the Mela may be held while a planet is in Leo (Simha 

in Hindu astrology); in this case, it is also known as Simhastha. At Haridwar and Allahabad, an Ardha 

(“Half ”) Kumbh Mela is held every sixth year; a Maha (“Great”) Kumbh Mela occurs after 144 years.

The exact age of the festival is uncertain. According to medieval Hindu mythology, Lord Vishnu dropped 

drops of Amrita (the drink of immortality) at four places, while transporting it in a kumbha (pot). These 

four places are identified as the present-day sites of the Kumbh Mela. The name “Kumbh Mela” literally 

means “kumbha fair”. It is known as “Kumbh” in Hindi (due to schwa deletion); in Sanskrit and some other 

Indian languages, it is more often known by its original name “Kumbha”.

The festival is one of the largest peaceful gatherings in the world, and considered as the “world’s largest 

congregation of religious pilgrims”. There is no precise method of ascertaining the number of pilgrims, and 

the estimates of the number of pilgrims bathing on the most auspicious day may vary. An estimated 120 

million people visited Maha Kumbh Mela in 2013 in Allahabad over a two-month period, including over 

30 million on a single day, on 10 February 2013 (the day of Mauni Amavasya). 

The World Largest Act of Faith : Kumbh Mela
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Mythological origin 

Samudra manthan or churning of the milk 

ocean According to medieval Hindu mythol-

ogy, the origin of the festival can be found in 

the ancient legend of samudra manthan. The 

legend tells of a battle between the Devas and 

Asuras for amrita, the drink of immortality. 

During samudra manthan, or churning of the 

ocean, amrita was produced and placed in a 

kumbha (pot). To prevent the asuras (malevolent beings) from seizing the amrita, a divine carrier flew 

away with the pot. In one version of the legend, the carrier of the kumbha is the divine physician Dhana-

vantari, who stops at four places where the Kumbh Mela is celebrated. In other re-tellings, the carrier is 

Garuda, Indra or Mohini, who spills the amrita at four places. 

History

There are several references to river-side festivals in ancient Indian texts, but the exact age of the Kumbh 

Mela is uncertain. The Chinese traveler Xuanzang (Hiuen Tsang) describes a ritual organized by Emperor 

Shiladitya (identified with Harsha) at the confluence of two rivers, in the kingdom of Po-lo-ye-kia (identi-

fied with Prayaga). He also mentions that many hundreds took a bath at the confluence, to wash away their 

sins. According to some scholars, this is earliest surviving historical account of the Kumbh Mela, which 

took place in present-day Allahabad in 644 CE. However, Australian researcher Kama Maclean notes that 

the Xuanzang reference is about an event that happened every 5 years (and not 12 years), and might have 

been a Buddhist celebration (since Harsha was a Buddhist emperor). 

A common conception, advocated by the akharas, is that Adi Shankara started the Kumbh Mela at Prayag 

in 8th century, to facilitate meeting of holy men from different regions. However, academics doubt the 

authenticity of this claim. 

The Kumbh Mela of Haridwar appears to be the original Kumbh Mela, since it is held according to the 

astrological sign “Kumbha” (Aquarius), and because there are several references to a 12-year cycle for it. 

The earliest extant texts that contain the name “Kumbha Mela” are Khulasat-ut-Tawarikh (1695 CE) and 
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Chahar Gulshan (1759 CE). Both these texts use the term “Kumbh Mela” to describe only Haridwar’s fair, 

although they mention the similar fairs held in Allahabad and Nashik district. The Khulasat-ut-Tawarikh 

lists the following melas: an annual mela and a Kumbh Mela every 12 years at Haridwar; a mela held at 

Trimbak when Jupiter enters Leo (that is, once in 12 years); and an annual mela held at Prayag in Magh. 

The Magh Mela of Allahabad is probably the oldest among these, dating from the early centuries CE, and 

has been mentioned in several Puranas. However, its association with the Kumbha myth and the 12-year 

old cycle is relatively recent, probably dating back to the mid-19th century. D. P. Dubey notes that none 

of the ancient Hindu texts mention the Allahabad fair as a “Kumbh Mela”. Kama Maclean states that even 

early British records do not mention the name “Kumbh Mela” or the 12-year cycle for the Allahabad’s fair. 

The first British reference to the Kumbh Mela in Allahabad occurs only in an 1868 report, which mentions 

the need for increased pilgrimage and sanitation controls at the “Coomb fair” to be held in January 1870. 

According to Maclean, the Prayagwal Brahmin priests of Allahabad adapted their annual Magh Mela to 

Kumbh legend, in order to increase the importance of their tirtha. 

The Kumbh Mela at Ujjain began in the 18th century, when the Maratha ruler Ranoji Shinde invited ascetics 

from Nashik to Ujjain for a local festival. Like the priests at Allahabad, the pandits of Nashik and Ujjain, 

competing with other places for a sacred status, may have adopted the Kumbh tradition for their pre-exist-

ing melas. 

Haridwar Kumbh Mela by the English painter J. M. W. Turner. 

Steel engraving, 1850s.

Until the East India Company rule, the Kumbh Melas were 

managed by the akharas (sects) of religious ascetics known as 

the sadhus. They collected taxes, and also carried out policing 

and judicial duties. The sadhus were heavily militarized, and 

also participated in trade. The Melas were a scene of sectarian 

politics, which sometimes turned violent. The Chahar Gulshan states that the local sanyasis at Haridwar 

attacked the fakirs of Prayag who came to attend the Kumbh Mela there. At the 1760 Kumbh Mela in Harid-

war, a clash broke out between Shaivite Gosains and Vaishnavite Bairagis (ascetics), resulting in hundreds 

of deaths, with Vaishnavite forming most of the victims. A copperplate inscription of the Maratha Peshwa 

claims that 12,000 ascetics died in a clash between Shaivite sanyasis and Vaishnavite bairagis at the 1789 

Nashik Kumbh Mela. The dispute started over the bathing order, which indicated status of the akharas. At 

the 1796 Kumbh Mela in Haridwar, the Shaivites attacked and injured the Udasis for erecting a camp with-
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out their permission. In response, the Khalsa Sikhs accompanying the Udasis killed around 500 Gosains; 

the Sikhs lost around 20 men in the clash. The clashes subsided after the Company administration severely 

limited the trader-warrior role of the sadhus, who were increasingly reduced to begging. 

Besides their religious significance, historically the Kumbh Melas were also major commercial events. Bap-

tist missionary John Chamberlain, who visited the 1824 Ardh Kumbh Mela at Haridwar, stated that a large 

number of visitors came there for trade. He noted that the fair was attended by “multitudes of every religious 

order”, including a large number of Sikhs. According to an 1858 account of the Haridwar Kumbh Mela by 

the British civil servant Robert Montgomery Martin, the visitors at the fair included people from a number 

of races and religions. Besides priests, soldiers, and religious mendicants, the fair was attended by several 

merchants, including horse traders from Bukhara, Kabul, Turkistan, Arabia and Persia. Several Hindu rajas, 

Sikh rulers and Muslim Nawabs visited the fair. A few Christian missionaries also preached at the Mela. 

The Kumbh Melas played an important role in spread of the cholera outbreaks and pandemics. The British 

administrators made several attempts to improve the sanitary conditions at the Melas, but thousands of 

people died of cholera at these fairs until the mid-20th century. 

Several stampedes have occurred at the Kumbh Melas. After an 1820 stampede at Haridwar that killed 

430 people, the Company government took extensive infrastructure projects, including construction of 

new ghats and road widening, to prevent further stampedes. Since then Haridwar has experienced fewer 

deaths in stampedes: the next big stampede occurred in 1986, when 50 people were killed. Allahabad has 

also experienced major stampedes, in 1840, 1906, 1954, 1986 and 2013. The deadliest of these was the 1954 

stampede, which left 800 people dead. 

Places

Planetary positions during 2013 Kumbh Mela at Allahabad (Prayag)

Traditionally, the fairs at the following four sites are recognized 

as Kumbh Melas: Prayag (Allahabad), Haridwar, Trimbak-Nashik 

and Ujjain. The Kumbh Mela in the Nashik district was originally 

held at Trimbak, but after a 1789 clash between Vaishnavites and 

Saivites over precedence of bathing, the Maratha Peshwa shifted 

the Vaishnavites’ bathing place to Ramkund in Nashik city. The Shaivites continue to regard Trimbak as the 

proper location. 
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Priests at other places have also attempted to boost the status of their tirtha by adapting the Kumbh legends. 

The places whose festivals have been claimed as “Kumbh Mela” include Varanasi, Vrindavan, Tirumaku-

dal Narsipur, Kumbhakonam (Mahamaham) and Rajim (Rajim Kumbh). Even Tibet has hosted a festival 

claimed to be a Kumbh Mela. 

Each site’s celebration dates are calculated in advance according to a special combination of zodiacal posi-

tions of Brhaspati (Jupiter), the Sun and the Moon.

   Dates

The Kumbh Mela occurrences follow the Hindu 

calendar, as follows: 

i) The Kumbh Mela (sometimes specifically 

called Purna Kumbh or “full Kumbha”), occurs 

every 12 years at a given site.

ii) Ardh Kumbh (“Half Kumbh”) Mela oc-

curs between the two Purna Kumbha Melas at 

Prayag and Haridwar.

iii) The Maha Kumbh occurs after 12 Purna 

Kumbh Melas i.e. every 144 years.

The Kumbh Mela at Prayag is celebrated after approximately 3 years of Kumbh Mela at Haridwar. There is 

a difference of around 3 years between the Kumbh Festivals at Prayag and Nashik. Kumbh at Nashik and 

Ujjain are celebrated in the same year or one year apart. 

Attendance 

According to The Imperial Gazetteer of India, an outbreak of cholera occurred at the 1892 Mela at Ha-



ridwar leading to the rapid improvement of arrangements by the authorities and to the formation of 

Haridwar Improvement Society. In 1903 about 400,000 people are recorded as attending the fair. During 

the 1954 Kumbh Mela stampede at Prayag, around 500 people were killed, and scores were injured. Ten 

million people gathered at Haridwar for the Kumbh on 14 April 1998. 

In 2001, more than 40 million gathered on the busiest of its 55 days. 

According to the Mela Administration’s estimates, around 70 million people participated in the 45-day 

Ardha Kumbh Mela at Prayag in 2007. 

The 2001 Kumbh Mela at Allahabad (Prayag) was estimated by the authorities to have attracted between 

30 and 70 million people. The estimated attendance for the 2013 Allahabad Kumbh Mela was 120 million. 

The ritual

 One of the major events of Kumbh Mela is the Peshwai Procession, which marks the arrival of the mem-

bers of an akhara or sect of sadhus at the Kumbh Mela. The major event of the festival is ritual bathing 

at the banks of the river in whichever town Kumbh Mela being held:Ganga in Haridwar, Godavari in 

Nasik, Kshipra in Ujjain and Sangam (confluence of Ganga, Yamuna and mythical Saraswati) in Allahabad 

(Prayag). Nasik has registered maximum visitors to 75 million. Other activities include religious discus-

sions, devotional singing, mass feeding of holy men and women and the poor, and religious assemblies 

where doctrines are debated and standardised. Kumbh Mela is the most sacred of all the pilgrimages.

Thousands of holy men and women attend, and the auspiciousness of the festival is in part attributable to 

this. The sadhus are seen clad in saffron sheets with Vibhuti ashes dabbed on their skin as per the require-

ments of ancient traditions. Some, called naga sanyasis, may not wear any clothes even in severe winter.

The right to be naga, or naked, is considered a sign of separation from the material world. 

After visiting the Kumbh Mela of 1895, Mark Twain wrote:

“ It is wonderful, the power of a faith like that, that can make multitudes upon multitudes of the old and 

weak and the young and frail enter without hesitation or complaint upon such incredible journeys and 

endure the resultant miseries without repining. It is done in love, or it is done in fear; I do not know which 

it is. No matter what the impulse is, the act born of it is beyond imagination, marvelous to our kind of 

people, the cold whites. ”

The order of entering the water is fixed, with the Juna, the Niranjani and Mahanirvani akharas preceding. 
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Darshan

Darshan, or respectful visual exchange, is an important part of the Kumbh Mela. People make the pil-

grimage to the Kumbh Mela specifically to see and experience both the religious and secular aspects of 

the event. Two major groups that participate in the Kumbh Mela include the Sadhus (Hindu holy men) 

and pilgrims. Through their continual yogic practices the Sadhus articulate the transitory aspect of life. 

Sadhus travel to the Kumbh Mela to make themselves available to much of the Hindu public. This allows 

members of the Hindu public to interact with the Sadhus and to take “darshan.” They are able to “seek 

instruction or advice in their spiritual lives.” Darshan focuses on the visual exchange, where there is in-

teraction with a religious deity and the worshiper is able to visually “’drink’ divine power.” The Kumbh 

Mela is arranged in camps that give Hindu worshipers access to the Sadhus. The darshan is important to 

the experience of the Kumbh Mela and because of this worshipers must be careful so as to not displease 

religious deities. Seeing of the Sandus is carefully managed and worshipers often leave tokens at their feet. 

Kumbh Mela in media

Kumbh Mela has received extensive media coverage, with several documentaries and films based on it.

Kumbh Mela has been theme for many a documentaries, including Kumbh Mela: The Greatest Show on 

Earth (2001) directed by Graham Day, Short Cut to Nirvana: Kumbh Mela (2004) directed by Nick Day 

and produced by “Maurizio Benazzo”, Kumbh Mela: Songs of the River (2004) by Nadeem Uddin, Invo-

cation, Kumbh Mela (2008), Kumbh Mela: Walking with the Nagas (2011), Amrit: Nectar of Immortality 

(2012) directed by Jonas Scheu and Philipp Eyer, Inside the Mahakumbh (2013) by the National Geo-

graphic Channel and Kumbh Mela 2013: living with Mahatiagi (2013) by the Ukrainian Religious Studies 

Project Ahamot. 

Indian and foreign news media have covered the Kumbh Mela regularly. On 18 April 2010, a popular 

American morning show CBS News Sunday Morning extensively covered Haridwar’s Kumbh Mela, call-

ing it “The Largest Pilgrimage on Earth”. On 28 April 2010, BBC reported an audio and a video report on 

Kumbh Mela, titled “Kumbh Mela ‘greatest show on earth.”

Young siblings  getting separated at the Kumbh Mela were once a recurring theme in Hindi movies. Am-

rita Kumbher Sandhane, a 1982 Bengali feature film directed by Dilip Roy, also documents the Kumbh 

Mela. On 30 September 2010, the Kumbh Mela featured in the second episode of the Sky One TV series 

“An Idiot Abroad” with Karl Pilkington visiting the festival.

Source: Wikipedia
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SPECIAL REPORT

Anti-Hindu politician Digvijay Singh for Muslim appeasement created this new term along with Saffron 

(symbol of renunciation) Terror though primarily India is secular as Hinduism the main cultural stream 

is secular but wherever like Northeast or Kashmir the Hindus are minority, there are separatist terrorism.

Terrorism that has rocked Afghanistan-Pakistan and entire world from Iraq to USA-Europe killing mil-

lions of innocents, including over 70,000 in India is simply Jihad/Terrorism to them and not ‘Muslim 

Terrorism’. Jihad is not optional but compulsory for a Muslim or supporting it as per Koran but this Terror 

Manual has not yet been banned.

Hindu organizations went all out to save Sikhs – the pride of India. when after Indira assassination in 1984, 

Congress started nationwide anti-Sikh genocide pogrom murdering over 3,000 Sikhs which was a glaring 

example of ‘Congressi Non-Violent Terrorism’ or “Gandhian Terrorism” claiming the path of Mahatma.

Even an illiterate today knows well that Terrorism in form of Jihad is wholly interlinked with teachings 

of Islam, but to save this Arab ideology the petro-dollar fed Politicians and their stooge media first tried 

to delink Terrorism with Religion and now doing same by Hindu Terror allegations. Hindusthan is Hin-

Why Congress invented ‘Hindu Terrorism’ ! ? 
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du land and still Hinduism is in majority so terrorism not required capturing power as some Muslims & 

Christians wish & fight against Heathen/Kafir India. Congressi leaders however went to Azamgarh to con-

sole Muslim Terrorist families while calling their encounter near Jamia University where Inspector Mohan 

Sharma was martyred as fake. No wonder this Congress Govt has announced ex-gratia payment of Rs. 5 

lakh to families of each slain Jihadi though martyred soldier families run from pillar to post for their due 

service claims.

Now those who try to malign 85 year old RSS (whose nationalism was never questioned earlier by even die-

hard enemies) first tried to link some Hindus accused by Congress Govt & their investigating agencies for 

alleged Terrorist acts against minorities with the Sangh and when failed try to reason that they and Sangh 

are both Hindu Nationalists so there must be a connection. As if Maoists, CPI, CPM & Samajbadi Party are 

all Socialists so they are one! Congressis tried to reason same during 1948 Gandhi murder by Nathuram 

Godse a member of Hindu Mahasabha by trying to link with RSS as both are Hindutvadis – Courts cleared 

Sangh totally and criticized such manipulations. Even after years of torture & scientific tests like Narco 

Analysis, Congress has failed to prove a single case of the wild accusations against the arrested Hindu activ-

ists keeping Colonel Purohit & Sadhvi Pragya in jail for years without a trial while deliberately not hanging 

convicts Afzal Guru or Kasab after court verdicts for their deaths 

Congressi media is accusing Senior RSS Pracharak Indresh Kumar as a possible terrorist perhaps not know-

ing that he is the Mentor of MUSLIM RASHTRIYA MANCH – the Nationalist Muslim wing of Sangh or 

for this.

that if Muslims turn patriots then none of them will vote for sickular Congress; knowing only appeasing 

politics. Congress and its allies & subsidiary parties like LJP can go to any extreme for Muslim vote bank 

politics though their appointed Sachar Committee & Ranganath Commission exposed that Muslims were 

in worst conditions in these sickular ruled states! LJP leader Ram Vilash Paswan not only went from door 

to door in Muslim ghettos with Osama Bin Laden masks but also pledged to grant citizenship for 5 crore & 

growing illegal Bangladeshi Muslim infiltrators in India who are aiding Jihad and crimes like their icon – 

Osama beside demographically occupying east India for Islamic Bangladesh creating Darul Islam, ultimate 

goal of al Jihadis 



They don’t want people to know that Socialist Nehru as PM requested and RSS obliged by taking part in 

26th January, 1963 Republic Day Parade for services in 1962 China war like later in Bangladesh & Paki-

stan wars, Kargil, etc or after removal of ban on Sangh in 1977 after Indira Gandhi’s emergency the RSS 

Chief said forgive and forget – Congress was at a bad shape at that time but this ‘violent’ organization as 

per them showed absolute restraint in return

Mahatma Gandhi while visiting Wardha camp of RSS accompanied by Mahadev Desai and Mirabehn at 

Wardha in 1934 was so pleased to watch the unity, discipline and casteless solidarity that clapped spon-

taneously in happiness. Those accuse Sangh of Gandhi muder or anti-Gandhism also forgets that every 

day morning in Sangh Sakhas Gandhiji is revered in Ekatmata Stotram or Unity Anthem of India beside 

Sangh’s strong backing of Gandhian economy which plead Swadeshi & Self-Reliance along with small 

scale/cottage industries 

The Hindu-Christian riots in some places of India were due to Christian Terrorism of Missionaries 

where the Missionary Terrorists tried to convert mainly poor and tribals by abusing Hinduism, attack-

ing and denigrating Hindu Temples/Gods, etc and not for any religious basis so the poor tribal Hindus 

most retaliated against foreign funded Church property and their managers and this social unrest can 

easily stop by banning conversions and foreign funding for such beside prosecution of those illegal 

foreigners who do crimes by misusing tourist visas for evangelism. Accusation of rape and specially 

gang-rape gives an immediate and almost ’perverted’ sensationalization, specially if the victim is a nun. 

This art has been mastered as a weapon, quite aptly by Christian groups, against Hindus, who try to fight 

against the unethical and illegal conversion attempts and other evangelical atrocities of the harvestors of 

souls, that includes murder of religious figures.

Media did same with Karnataka Church attacks by defaming Hindus when Jihadis fought with Evange-

lists for blessings from Global Missionary Funds & their puppet Sonia Gandhi ruling India unconstitu-

tionally via an agent Mr. Singh 

But, still they are trying to provoke & involve Hindus into extremism. 
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The Points which Sangh raised much earlier as endangering India have already became cancers like Mus-

lim Terrorism in Kashmir wherefrom all 7 lakh Hindus ousted, Bangladeshi infiltrators turning majority 

and torturing locals in bordering Indian districts, Missionary Terrorism driving out all 65,000 indigenous 

Reang (Bru) Hindus from Mizoram, etc. Sickulars

called RSS communal for these but now these problems are creating more riots and terror for innocent 

Indians & sheltering Chinese Agents – Maoists in their camps 

Congress & its UPA allies miserably failed to contain Muslim Jihadi Terrorism in Kashmir, elsewhere of 

India and Bangladeshi infiltration in east India demographically occupying the country and Christian 

Missionary Terrorism in Northeast, Karnataka, Orissa (Swami Lakshmananda murder), etc and so trying 

to put the blame of Terrorism on Hindus too thereby creating a parity and escape punishing minorities 

which may led to loss of their bulk minority votebank leading to utter loss in elections but will never suc-

ceed as whole world knows that Hindus are not terrorists or even extremists or else Hindusthan wouldn’t 

have contracted from Greater India – Afghanistan to Indonesia into partitioned India. Congress tried to 

create a ruckus by blaming Hindu Nationalists for murder of Mumbai ATS Chief in 26/11 Jihadi attack 

on Mumbai using a Muslim ex-IPS & Maha-IG S.M. Mushrif writing a book ‘Who Killed Karkare?’ even 

blaming IB . Call records of Karkare punctured their theory, once again failing to trap innocent Hindus 

into fake terror charges. 

Notably, Gafoor the Muslim Police Commissioner then did nothing to stop such an attack inspite of 

threats & instead perhaps was hand in gloves with ruling Congress Govt in planning to give 26/11 a name 

of Hindu Terror.

Kasab said that both Indian & Pakistani Muslims jointly helped attack. The Jihadis all wore red bands in 

wrists & smearing a Tilak on forehead like Hindu youths so that if Kasab was not caught alive the blame 

could have been passed on Hindus which Congress & Indian Mujahideen/SIMI doing since long.
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HINDUS PRIDE

ASTRONOMICAL DEFINITIONS 

Urdhvamadho apara poorvamihaadyam praahuridam samamandala manyath thadvadihotthara dak-

shinadikstham vrutthayugam vidisorapi thadvath 

Vertical circle passing through the west and east cardinal points is the first circle: this is called the 

samamandala. (This circle is the prime vertical. Another similar vertical circle (called the yaamyot-

tara-vrutta) which passes through the north and south cardinal points is called the meridian. 

VATESWARA - VATESWARA SIDDHANTA 880 AD 

TYCHO BRAHE REDUCTION OF ECLIPTIC 

DISCOVERED BY ACHYUTA PISHAROTI 

Patonasya vidhostu kotibhujayorjive mithastadayet antyakshepasarahatam vadhamamum vikshepa-

kotyaharet labdham vyasadaloddhrtam himakare svarnam, vipate vidhau yugmaayugmapadopage; 

vidhurayam spashto bhagole bhavet 

Multiply the tabular cosine and sine of the moon minus node and the product by the tabular versine 

of the maximum latitude of the moon. Divide this by the tabular cosine of the latitude at the particu-

lar moment and the quotient is to be divided again by the tabular radius. The result is to be added to 

or subtracted from the moon’s longitude, as the moon minus node is in an even or an odd quadrant, 

Indian Discoveries & Inventions - Part V
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respectively. The true moon measured on the ecliptic is thus obtained. 

ACHYUTA PISHAROTI SPHUTANIRNAYA 

EQUATOR 

Khasvasthikaad dakshinatho akshabhaagow paathaa (la) samjnachha thathottharena naadyankitham vai-

shuvatham thaduktham vruttham bhagolasya khagolamadhye 

The sphere of the asterisms lie within the sphere of the sky. Great circle of the sphere of asterisms which 

lies towoards the south of the zenith by an amount equal to the degrees of local latitude and towards the 

north of nadir by the same amount and which is graduated with the division of nadis is the vishuvathvrut-

ta. This circle is called the equator. 

VATESWARA SIDDHANTA 880 AD 

6 O’CLOCK CIRCLE 

Poorvaaparakshithija sangamayorgathamcha yaamyaadadha: palalavai: 

kshithijaadvi lagnam soumyaadathopari samadruvamarga samstham unmandalam dinaniso: kshayavrud-

dhikruthaath. 

Passing through the two points of intersection of prime vertical and horizon, lying below the south car-

dinal point by the degrees of local latitude, fastened to the horizon, and lying above the north cardinal 

point, passing through the north celestial pole, is the Unmandala, the cause of decrease and increase of 

the day and night. (This in modern astronomy is known as the 6’o clock circle.) 

VATESWARA SIDDHANTA 880 AD 

CIRCLE OF DIURNAL MOTION 

Harije parapoorva mandala dyujaavruthha visesha sinjinee udayaagraguno dyumandale bhoojyothavruttha 

kujaan tharaamsajeevaa: 

R sine of the arc of the horizon lying between the prime vertical and the diurnal circle of the planet is the 

R sine of agra (now known as the rising point of the planet) and the R sine of the degrees of diurnal circle 

lying between six o’ clock circle and the horizon is bhoojya (bhujya) which is termed as Earthsine. 

VATESWARA SIDDHANTA 880 AD 
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DAY RADIUS 

Kraanthijyaa vargonaath thrijyaavargaath padam dyujeevaa syaath thrijyaakraanthi yaanthara samaasa 

ghaathasya moolam vaa 

Day radius is equal to the square root of the difference obtained by subtracting the squares of R sine of the 

declination from the square of the radius or the square root of the product of the difference and the sum 

of the radius and the R sine of the declination. 

VATESWARA SIDDHANTA 880 AD 

ECLIPTIC 

Naaddyaahvavrutthaajathulaadilagnam jinaamsakairadakshinatho mrugaadow soumye seetha 

mandiraadaav apakramaakhyam thadusanthi vruttham 

Fastened to the so called nadivrutta or the equator at the points of Aries and Libra and lying 24 degrees 

of the south (of equator) at the first point of Capricon and 24 degrees to the north (of equator) at the first 

point of Cancer, there is a great circle called the apakrama vrutta (now known as the ecliptic) 

VATESWARA SIDDHANTA 880 AD 

DAY DIAMETER 

Vishuvajyaa aayaa mardha varga vislesha moolamavalambaka: kranthithrijyaakruthyo rantharapadam 

dvigunam dinavyaasa 

Square the sine of latitude and deduct from the square of the radius. Its square root is the sine of the 

co-latitude (its arc being the co-latitude). Square the sine of the declination deduct from the square of the 

radius and find its root. Twice the result is the day diameter. 

PANCHASIDDHANTIKA 4-23 - VARAHA MIHIRA 505 AD

SETTING POINT OF ECLIPTIC 

Praachyaam kuja apakrama vrutthasanga praaglagnamaahu (paritho asthalagnam) (lagnaadbhaveth) sa 

(pta) ma (raa) si (ra) stha thasyaa (stha) kaalo abhyudayosya bhooyath 

Point of intersection of horoizon and the ecliptic in the eastern half of the celestial sphere is called pragla-

gna. I.e. the rising point of ecliptic; the same in the western half is called astalagna, known as setting point 

of ecliptic. 

VATESWARA SIDDHANTA 880 AD 



RISING - SETTING LINE

Vyaasaardha vrutthe antharam ethayo: syaaccharaardha jeevaa parapoorvayosthath agraagrayoryad hari-

jenibaddham soothram grahaanaam udayaastha samjnam 

The arcual distance between the six o’clock circle and the horizon measure, along the R circle trijyavrutta 

known as great circle of the celestial sphere, supposed to be of radius 3438’ (minute of angle) is the cha-

rardhajya. It is called the R sine of the Ascensional difference. A thread tied to the extremities of the agra 

on the eastern and western halves of the horizon is called the udayaastasutra. (In moderen astronomy it 

is known as the rising - setting line of planets). 

TESWARA SIDDHANTA 880 AD 

DAY RADIUS AND EARTHSINE 

Kraanti thribhaantharajyaa dyujyaa vaa charadalajeevayaa hruthaa thrijyaa kshithi jeevaghnaa svaa-

horaathraardhajeevaa vaa 

Rsine of the difference between the three signs and the declination is also equal to the day radius. Day 

radius multiplied by earthsine and divided by the R sine of the Ascensional difference gives the day radi-

us. 

VATESWARA SIDDHANTA 3(4)-3) - 880 AD 

SUN’S PRIME VERTICAL 

Urdhvamadho aparapoorvamihaadyam praahuridam samamandala manyath thadvathihottharadakshina 

dikstham vrutthayugam vidisorapi thadvath. 

Vertical circle passing through the west and east cardinal points is the first circle called samamandala or 

the prime vertical. 

VATESWARA SIDDHANTA- GOLA. 3-1, 2 - 880 AD 

PARALLAX-I 

Thithernathasya kramasinjanee hathaa khamadhya lagnaprabhavena sankunaa kshamaashadangkaabhi 

saraankanethrahrud vilambane syaad ghatikaadi vaa phalam. 

R sine of the hour angle at the amavasya multiplied by R sine of the altitude of the meridian ecliptic 

point and divided by 2954961 gives the parallax in ghatikas at mid eclipse (Sishyadhi vruddhi Tantra 

6-8)  
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LALLACHARYA SISHYADHI VRUDDHI TANTRA 

PARALLAX-II 

Thriraasijeevaa valanajyakaa hruthaa sileemukhai rankulathaam vrajanthi thaa: dvisankunaa drushti-

gathi: saraachalairvibhaajithaa lambana naadikaa phalam 

Radius and the valanajya when divided by 5, are converted into angulas. The R sine of driggati multiplied 

by 2 and divided by 75 gives ghatika of the parallax in longitude. (Sishyadhi vruddhi Tantra 13-11) 

LALLACHARYA SISHYADHI VRUDDHI TANTRA 700 AD 

PARALLAX-III 

Nathakramajyaambara sankunighnaa syaallambanam thathvarase shuhrudvaa drukshepabhukthyanthara 

yoscha ghaatha: khabaanayugmaa kshihrutho nathi: syaath 

R sine of the hour angle multiplied by Rsine of altitude of the merdian ecliptic point and divided by 5625 

gives parallax in longitude. The Difference of true motions of the Sun and the moon multiplied by the 

Rsine of drikshepa and divided by 2250 gives the parallax in latitude. (Sishyadhi vruddhi Tantra 13-12) 

LALLACHARYA SISHYADHI VRUDDHI TANTRA 700 AD 

APOGEE, PERIGEE AND ORBIT OF EARTH 

Svochhaath shadbhaagaadhyadhiko yadaa thadaa bhavathi svaneechastha: doorenochhaga urvyaa: kar-

navasaannochhago nikate 

When a planet is at a distance of 6 signs from its apogee, it is said to be at the perigee or neecha. When a 

planet is at the apogee, it is farthest from the earth when at the perigee, it is nearest to the earth. This is 

so because of the length of the hypotenuse in each case (Sishyadhi vruddhi Tantra 14-10) 

LALLACHARYA SISHYADHI VRUDDHI TANTRA 700 AD 
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AYUR PLANT

MEDICINAL BENEFITS OF MANGO

Also referred as “King of Fruits”; mangoes are the edible fruit with numerous health benefits. ostly, it 

is oval in shape and can weigh up to 6 kilograms. While unripe and in developing stage, mangoes are 

cute, greenish and ball-king of fruit.It is a native plant of India of the eastern group of islands.

MEDICINAL BENEFITS OF MANGO:

Everyone likes mango but only few are aware and conscious about its medicinal benefits. Now, lets 

know how this cute fruit is beneficial in many kinds of ailments.

CURES INTESTINAL WORMS

Only few of us use natural techniques to cure intestinal worms. In addition, we provide heavy allopath-

ic medicines which can be very harmful for future grievances. Sundry unripe mango seeds  and grind 

it to fine powder. Give 250-500 gm of this powder with curd or water twice a day. It is very helpful and 

cures the intestinal worms with a great ease.

FOR URINARY DISORDERS

Take 25gm of fresh bark and grind it solid. Soak this in 1 glass of water for overnight. Next morning, 
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crush the bark; strain the solution and drink twice a day. You will notice the results in 1 week only. You can 

also take the powder of dried leaves twice a day.

BOOST-UP IMMUNITY

To boost your immune system, eat 1 sweet mango at morning and at the same time have milk cooked with 

ginger root powder and dates also called ‘chhuara’. It strengthens your immune system making your body 

fit and strong.

FOR ECZEMA

Take unripe mangoes and crush them; extract its juice and of the total quantity take one-fourth of meth-

ylated spirit or local wine. Mix well with the pulp extract and store it in a bottle. Don’t use it for first two 

days; apply this to old eczema. It is also helpful to cure severe wounds,

FOR INSECT BITE

Apply the paste of mango seeds or dried mango powder on the boils of bite. It heals the bite; mostly of 

spider bite. Pluck the flowers from the mango tree; on Tuesday or Sunday after feeding a Brahmin. Smear 

it on both hands and massage the area of insect bite. It immediately relieves the patient from acute pain.

FOR DIABETES

Take approximately 10 gm of dried mango leaves and boil in half litre water; till the water gets lesser than 

half. Filter it and drink this solution twice a day. Its a fact, by doing so; diabetes gets cured completely.

FOR LIVER PROBLEMS

In case of any kind of liver problem, take 6-8 dried mango leaves under shade  and boil it in 250gm of 

water; when water gets half. Strain it and add little amount of milk to it. Give this solution to patient at 

morning.

Source : http://www.theayurveda.org/ayurveda/herbs/medicinal-benefits-of-summer-refreshing-man-

goes/
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